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Introduction

vRting occupies a central place in democratic thepry
and practice: it is the process by which a society con-
sisting of individuals with disparate preferences decides .

on one course of action. Yet voting is not a.simple pro -
cess,

Os'
and even the earliest analytical work on the theory

of voting, by Jean-Charles de Derdd and the Marquis-de
Condorcet in the late eighteenth canary, quickly revealed
thatseemingly straightforward voting methods could hide
surprising logical subtleties. In the nineteenth century
these subtleties were further 'explored by the mathematician
C.L.* Dodgson, whose appreciation of paradox is also evident
in his 14erary work under the pseudonym of Lewis' Carroll.
However, the flowering Of the analytick, theory of voting-
is a development of this century, beginning in the 1950's
with a seribs-of-influential 'works by Kenneth Arnow, Lloyd'
Shapley'and Martin,Shubik,,Duntan Black, and_obitl
-Farquharson. In the last t.ienty -five years, political
scientists, economists and mathematicians have built upon
these foundations an impressive body of ideas known,as

. social choice theory, or the theory of public choice:, My
goal in this monograph i6 to explore some aspects of.this

'

ktheeory.which appeal to my aesthetic sense as a mathemati-
cian, and which also have the potential to Ile use 1,in the
practical design of decisiqn making procedures.

Chapter' One deals-Nith the problem of measurin Dower
in a voting body which must make ,a series of yes-or-n
decisions. In the design of such-f body, many differe t',
interests may have to be represented, possibly to varyi g
degrees. One way to do this is to assign representative
of different interests difftreqt numbers of votes. Alter -
natively, in a one-person-one-vote body, voting blocs may-

7



emerge Which effectiyely give different interests different
numbers of votes. To study the'equity of such a body, we
need a way to measure the effective voting power of differ-
ent interests, and analysis reveals that the relationship

of power to number 'of votes is a subtle one._ The chapter
develops a measure of6oting power due to Shapley and
qhppik, and applies it not only to weighted voting bodies,
but to voting bodies with committees, and to decision-

making procedures which involve two or more voting bodies.
'Chapter Ilto discusses voting methods which can be used

when decisions must be made among more than two alterna-
tives. In such a,case, "parliamentary procedures" can re-,
duce the multi-alternative choice to a sequence of yes,-or-
no choices, but such a reduction is subject to a number of
logical problems. The chapter presents eight other common
voting methods, including plurality voting, elimination
procedeites, the Borda count,'an'd various "Condorcet voting

Methods." Thesesmethods are evaluated according to a
collectio of reasonable criteria (one might think ofthem
as axioms) which an: }deal voting method mightsatisfy
Although no method is uniquely best,'some methods do appear

to be superior to others.

. Chapter. Three discusses two recent approaches* to al-

lowing votert to record the intensity of their preferences
-over,adoilection of aleetWives. One very simple method
is , which allows.yoters'to vote for as many
al rnats've as they "approve of." An optimal strategy un-
der s ch a sy tem, at.least in ignorance ofohow, other vo-

ters fee is to vote fbr those alternatives Which are
above average, according to your preference intensities. A

second' methdd of obtaining voter intensitie*is to allow
voters to place numerical bids .on alternatives. Here the .

main problemis how to ericourage honesty in the placing of
bids, and-the chapter disCusses a very recently developed

process which does thiS:, This "preference revealing
process!' is closet, Connected to both auctioning by sealed

bids, and thrfree-ridek Fibblem in welfare economics.

I should say a wOrd'about the r of'mathematics in
this, monograph. The mathematical prerequi s are mini-

mal--some knowledge of permutations and combinati and a

bit of algebra in Chapter One, and only the ability to
follow a logical argument in Chapters Two, and Three.

believe thege ideas shout be interesting to social scien-
tists as.wel as mathemaacians, and I have tried to make b,

them acces le to as large'An audience as possible..-How-
ever, i here are no -firrmulas,in Chapters Two and Three; I

think that there is much which 4s recognizable as aMathe-,
matical veil, of thinking. in particular, a mathematician

viii
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should feel very at home with.the axiom-counterexample
method of ChapterTwo. In manyareas of docial science,. it
may be that mathematics can contribute more by its method
of thought than by the application of any specific mathe-
matical techniqUe.

. ,

It is possible, Of course, to treat all of the sub-
jects inthe monograph using more formal mathematical
techniques, and much of the research litelattire does this.
For the reader with more mathematical background, I would
recommend doing the problems at the end of each chapter,

d

and then following the bibliographic notes to more advanced e,.../

work in t e references. i'hope. that 41 readers will find'11

. dome of .th problemslinterestinge .and some of the refer-
ences:worth pursuing. Solutions for most of the problems

L appear at the end of thedmonograph.
e

.,..,:

Some of the examples in the text involve decision -- '

making in an environmental context. This reflects
,

the his-
,torical genesis of the monograph: Most of it was written
while I was visiting in the Renastrheat of Environmental

..,

Engineering Sciences at the University of Florida, on a
Rockefeller Foundation Environmental Fellowship. In deal-
ing with envirOnmental problems, it has become\increasing-
ly evident that "technical engineering knowledge has to be
supplemented blra good deal of flexibility in soliciting
and using information abodt public preferences and values. .

Henc,environmental engineers have an interest in the
''''N\ recent work .in social choice theory. Dr. James Heaney and

the students in his seminar on "Political Analysis" at the 40'

University of Florida were the critical first audience for
much of the material in this monograph, and made many
suggedtions for its improvement. An earlier version of the
monograph, under the'title Introduction to'Social Choice
Theory for Environmental Decision Makinq,°was published by
the American Society of Civil Engineers is Technical
Memorandum #36 in the Urban Water, Resources Research
Program. I am grateful toithe ASCEand to the series

.

editAr Murray McPherson for encourdging me,to makethe
.

.

material available to a wider'ludience. 0

I also owe thanks to a number of otherpeople who roe,
and criticized part or all of the'manuscript at various

.

Brams, Peter Fishburn, Jerry Gdstafscn,
`Samuel Merrill, Kay Strangman, Nicholas Tideman, Robert ,

Thrall, and Robert Weber- -and to the staff at UMAP for
N their efficiency and cooperation.

.
. Philip D. Straff'in Jr..(

Beloit, Wisdonsin
°Aarch, 1980.

,

..°

\ ' )
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1 Power in Voting Bodies

1.1 They Shapley-Shubik Index of Voting Power

Social decisions ate made by, a variety of legislative
bodies and elected or appointed commissions in which many
different interests are represented to varying degree6. In

' analyzing or designing such. bodies, a fundamental question
which must be addressed.is: "How much power do gettain
individuals or interests have"in this body?" For instance,
if.we can answer this analytic question, we are at least in
a position to consider the-associated ethical qUestion:
"Is this amount of power commensurate with, the poWer that
those individuals orinterests ought to have?".

Of course, tht won() "power" as it is used in these
questions is a highly ambiguous term. There are many kinds
of power, and some of them, such as "persuasive power," are
clearly unquantifiable. What ,analysts hove been able to
quantify is a very abstract'form of voting power., which is,
roughly, the chance that a given individual's vote, or the
bloc Of votes controlled by an interest group, will be cru-
cial to the decision voted by the body. In this chapter we
will describe the most Well known measure of voting power,
due'toStiapley'and, Shubik (12], 4hd demonstrate several
possible uses for it Clearly, a voting power measure will,
tell us only olittle about a voting body. Interestingly,
though, the little it con tell us is just at the fright
level of abspelction to be useful to those who Oat design
a voting body.,, In addition; the SbapierShube,measure

of
voting power is based on a model of coalitign formation
which may matte it 'applicable even to a body where few for-
'mal votes are taken at all.

To 'illustrate the reasoning behind Aapley and
Shubik%s voting power measure, consider a four-person com-
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ee in which each member has tine vote. Call the members
of the committee A, B, C and 12,,, and let A be the chairman.

The committee is faced with a serie, of motions or "bills,"
on each of which the members will vote "yes" oc "no."
Since a 2-2 voting deadlock is possible;--it is agreed that
the chairmin A will be empowered to break ties. This tie-

breaking rule obviouqly gives A more voting powet than the

other,committee members. How much mote?

Shapley and Shubik consider the ptocess of building
. coalitional support for a particular bill. The bill might

be most enthusiastically supported by, say, member B, se-
cond most enth 'cally by D, next mostby A, and least

by 0,. Thus B would be irst to join a coalition in support

of the bill, followe D. Xt'this point the bill would
.still lose, and in tact it 'will be able to win only if the

coalition can gain the suport of the next most enthusiastic

member A. Gaining,A's support may require considerable,'
modification of the original bill, so that member A has

fonsiderable say Dyer the form in which the bill will pass,
if p passes., A has the-crucial power in this situation.

In an abstract setting, we would not have a prioli
knowledge -about possible orders ofcoalition formation.
Shapley and Shubik hence propose that to measure abstract
voting power, we shouleconsidet all-`orders` equally 1Pkery.

For each order, one member will be pivotal in the sense

that Awas aboye: the losing coalition will become' winning

precisely when that member joins it. The pivotal member

holds the power. Hence,'as our measure of a member's vo-

ting power we use the probability that that member will be
pi °tar, assuming that all orders of coalition. formation

ar.d equally likely.
For our fOur-person example, there are 4! = 4.3.2.1 =

24 possible orders. The chairman A is pivotal in 12 of the

24 orders, while each of the other members is pivotal in -

only 4 of the orders. I 'have underlined the.pivotal member

in each order:

ABCD ADHC BCAD ,CABD CDAB 110BAC

ADC ARCS BCDA CADB CDDA DnA
ALBD BACD BDAC CBAD DABC DCAB

ACDB BBDC BE&A CBDA DACB DCDA

The Shapley- Shubik power indices of the members are thus 12

Out of. 24 for A, 4 out of 24 for B, etc.:'

(12/24, 4/24,4/i4, 4/24) or (1/2, 1/6, 1/6, 1/6.'
, A B C D ABCD

The chairmantie-breaking ability has given him threeo
times as much power as each of the other committee members.
It is this kind of non - intuitive result which makes the

;11
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Shapley-Shubik indexa,useful analytical tool. We would
only design this'kind of voting rule for a committee if we
were willing to give the chairman that much power. ,In the

-remaining sections of this chapter, we will see othei uses
of the Shapley-Shubik index.'

Although Shapley and Shubik presented their,,power in-
.

dex,in terms of the specific model of coalition formation
given abpve, it s remarkable that many other seemingly
different Wproaches'to voting power lead to exactly the
sameindex. For instance, Shapley and Shubik. pointed- oilt

[12] that if_instead ofpassing power we consider
blocking power( i.e., coalitions forming to defeat a bill,.
a model analogous to that above will lead us exactly to the
Shapley - Shubik index. (This follows immediately from the
fact that a member who is a,passing pivot in an order, will

.

be a blocking pivot in the revItse order..) The index
measures blocking power as well as passing power.,'

It is alsapossible to derive the Shapleir-Shubik index

frora voting model which makes no mention of coalition
formation at alI(. Suppose thtt each bill which comes be-
fore Pour voting body has some a priori "acceptapility

levelm-p (0 S p S 1), which is the probability that any
given member Of the body will vote for it. The p for an
individual member' on some bills will be low, and on other
bills will be high. Assume that any, value Of p between 0
and 1 is'equally likely. Now, to measure the voting power
of a member we aski "What fraction of the time will his
vote be crucial to the outcome, in the sense that changing
his vote would change the,butcome? It is proved in [15]
that the answer to this question, Under the "acceptability

level" assumption, is precisely equal fo.that member's
ShapleyrShubik index.*

The fact that the Papley-Shubik index appears at the
end of so many disparate chains of 'reasoning is strong

evidence that it is d natural measure of voting power.
Since its appear.ance in 195V it has been widelysaccepted*
and.applied by political scientists. The bibliographic
notes at the end of this chapXer gi'*Ie references to dis-

cussions /6cussions of, the Shapley- Shubik index, and to.its only ma-

jor competitor, anothdr power index due to John Banzhaf
.

111.

% *The Shapley-ShAbik index can also ke just &fied as the spe-
cialization to voting games of the °lassies/ Shapley value, a
well-known solution concept from the matheMatical theory of n-
person cooperative games.- Assuch it can be haracterized as

%\stothe only measure 6'4 voting power which satisfie a certain col,
/lection ofosiTple axioms. The axiomatic approach the Shapley

value is discussed critically in Chapter 11 of [9] The result
.

0 of specializing the axioms to voting games is reviewed in,-Section
,

3.1 of [13].

63 12



1.2 Weighted Voting Bodies

In some voting situations it may be reasonable to
weigh one individual's vote more th n another's. In Many .
county governments in New tork Stet =, for instance, each
town has one iepresentatilts bu't the votes of representa-
tives from larger towns are weighte more heavily. In the

r Council of Ministers of the Europe -n Community, the repre-',
sentatives of France, Germany, Ita y and England have more-_
votiog weight than the representa ives from Belgium, the
'Netherlands; Denmark, Ireland and Luxetbourg. Corporate
stockholders' votes are weighted y the amount of stock
they °till. In the German GenOsse schaften (river basin
wate;, quality management agencies voting weight'is often
Apportioned among industries and muncigalities according to

\ the amount ofipollution each contributes,- (See 471 for an
sanalysis of this seemingly'perverSe voting systet.)

_Formally, a'weightedvoting body can be represented by
a symbol

41,

(q ;.w1.;' w2, ***; Wel.

-

Here, w1 through wn are the voting weights (numbers of
llotes) of the n members of,the,body, and q 1,S the '"quota"
of votes necessary to pass a motion. (We require. that q ,be
larger thah (w +..:. + wn)/2 0

) Foi exathple, the weight-
.1

ings of the.six, .metbersof the Council-of Ministers df the
European Economic Community as it was in 1958 could be re-
presentedpresented by the symbol

°(12 ; 4, 2, 2, 11. (

F G I B N L
.

France, Germany and 'Italy had four votes each, Belgium and
the Netherlands two votes each, and Luxembourg a single
vote 4' witls 1'2 of the'171 votes being necessary to pass a
motion.. (These figures are ,from" (31",..,p. 184.)

ShapleySbubil power analysis can-reveal,surprising
, properties of weighted voting bodies. For instance, let us
consider the 1958 European Economic Community. The theory
of permutations tells us that there are 61/(312,111) = 60
distinct'orders in which we'can arrange the numbers 4, 4,

,'4, 2,.2,'1.. Of thesel0 orders, it turns opt that a "4"
qccupiei the pivotal position in 42 orders, a "2" occupies ,

the pivotal position in 18 orders, and the "1". never,occu-
pies the pivotal position. The Shapley- Shubik indices for
the members were . .

(14/60;,14/60, 14/60, 9/60, 9/60.
G. I B N L

o.
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Thus, the voting power of the members was definitely not in
proportion to their numbers of votes:

Percentage Percentage
of Votes of Power

France, Germany or Italy 23.5%: 23.4
',41:gium or Netherlands. 11.8% 15.0%

Luxembourg 5.9% 0.0%ir

Belgium and the Netherlands had more power ,than their num-
ber of votes would indicate, and Luxembourg had no power at
all in this voting body. °

IE is easy to see why Luxembourg has no power: it can
never be pivotal because it can never change a losing co-
alition into e winning .coalition. Foi it to dp so, -there.
would have to be some coalition not including Luxembourg
with exactly, 11 votes, but all coalitions not including
Luxembourg have an even number of votes. Since any coali-
tion which would lose without Luxembourg would also lose

t lith Luxembourg, no coalition cares whether it includes

"Luxembourg, or not. In the language of the theory.of-"votinig
games," Luxembourg is a "dummy." Analysis using the
Shapley-Shubik power index can reveal the presence of

dummies--surely an inequitable feature in a voting body.
'Even if there are no dummies, the distributia of

power may be much different than the distribution of votes.
Consider for example:

)5'; 2, 2, 1, 1) .ABCD
There are six possible orders:

2212 2122 2111 1222 142 1122,

and a -g^ pivots in five of them. The power indices are:

(5/12, 5/12, 1/12, 1/12).

A and B have only twice the number of'votes of C and D, but
five times the amount of power. If we need to design a
weighted voting body, we can use the Shapley-Shubik'index
to avoid such noii-obvious, ineguities in the distribution of
power. For county governments in New York, the courts have
ruled that any proposed weighted voting scheme must be
companied 'by a power analysis, and that the proportion of

powerof a representative should not differ from the pro-
, portion'of the population he represents by more than about
7%. (See [5) and [6) for details.)

Table 1.1 lists the Shapley-Shubik power indices 'or
all structurally distinct weighted voting bodies with four
or fewer. voters. By "structurally distinct, I. mean the

following. Consider the weighted voting body .

%
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1,1=6 ; 4, 3, 2 1],
A B C D

.

whiaheis not in the liit. The winning coalitions in this
P'body are AB,.-AC, BCD and all coalitions, which include pne

of these (ABC, ABo, ACD and'itC1), AB,AC,and BCD are
called the minimal winning cvlitions.of the voting body.
Any voting body wiiichlas these same minimal winning coali-

- tions will hive the same pivotal members for all orderings
and hence the same distribution of power./ We saytwo
vobAing bodiOs with the same minimal winning coalitions are
structurally equivalent. For instance, any four-person
voting body with.:adedummy isstructuraLly equiValent to a
three person voting body. Looking down4the list of combin-
ations in Table 1.1 for minimal-winning coalitions AB, AC'

and BCD, we see that [6; 4, 3,2, 1] wcodld,be structurally

equivalent 'to 15; 3, 2, 2, 1], and hence has Shapiey- Shubik
ihdices of (5/12, 3/12, 3/12J 1/12) . . .

Finally, notice that a voting rule,which does pot
' explicitly mention voting weights may, still4be'structurally

equivalent to weighted voting. 'For instance, in our-first
example of a four-pensbri committee with a tie-breaking

chairman (page'2)othe minimal winning coalitions are AB,
AC,.AD and BCD. From Table 1.1 we see that this' voting

,,body issAucturally equivalent to the weighted' voting body
[3; 2, 1, 1, 1].

*

"0-

TABLE 1.1
0

SHAPLEi-SHUBIK INDICES OF WEIQNTED VOTING
' BODIES WITH FOUh-OR FEWER VOTERS

° Sample Weighted '

Winning Coalitions VbtingBody Shapley -§hubik Indices

(1.)

(1/2, 1/27

.(1/3, 1/3, 1/3)

(113, 1/3, 1/3)

(4/6, 1/6, 1/6)

(1/4, 1/4.1/4, 1/4)'

(1/4; 1/4, 1/4, 1/4)

(3/6-0/6, 1,46, 1/6)

(3/6, 1/6, 1/6, 1/6)

(9/12, 1/12, 1/12, 1/12)

(2/6, 2/6, 1/6, 1/6)

(5/12, 5/12, 1/12, 1/12)

(7/12, 3/12, 1/12, 1/12Y

(5/12, 3/12, /1:2,, 1/12) -

[1; 1]

AB 12; 1

AB, AC, Bt [2; 1; 1, 1]
ABC [3; 1.1, 1]

AB, AC [3; 2, 1, 1]

ABC, ABD, ACD, BCD [3; 1, 1, 1, 1]
ABCD (4; 1, 1, 1, 1]
AB, AC, AD, BCD [3; 2, 1, 1, '1]

ABC, ABD, ACD [4; 2, 1, 1, 1]
AB, ,AC, AD [4; 3, 1, 1, 1]
AB, ACD,;.BCD [-4; 2, 1, 1]
ABC, "AB!) [5; 1, 1, 1; 1']
AB, ACD '[5; 3, 2, 1, 1]
AB, AC,- BCD

$tf

[5; 3, 2, 2, 11

11 5
6 '

-1"
,
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1.3 The Power of Voting Blocs

Even in voting bodies where every member-ca-sts only a

le vote,'some members with common interests may vote
to4ether--they may form a voting bloc. If this happens, it
will affect the distribution of power in the voting body.
In fact, one can analyze a voting body with blocs as though
it were'a weighted yting body. For, instance, in a seven

person,committee that is voting by majority rule, suppose
that three voters form a voting bloc. The result can be
thought of as the weighted votingbody [47 3., 1, 1, 1, 1[
which'yould have power indibes (6/10, 1/10, 1/10, 1/10,
1/10G The three-perion bloc thus has 60% of the power.
If Tour voters form a bloc, the result is [4; 4, 1, 1, li
in which the bloc has al, the power and the other three.

. members are duyies.

As this example makesclear, a single voting bloc in
.an otherwise heterogeneous voting body can have a dispro-
portfoflate amount of power. For an example, consider the

, North Central Florida Regional Planning Council. North
Central Florida is largely rural and the only major city is
the university city of Gainesville, which contains about
22% of the population of the planning area. There are 36
members on the _planning council, representing both counties
and municipalities. ,G4nesville is'represented directly by

,13 representatives, 'and indirectly by another 5 representa-

tives from Alachua County who reside in Gainesville. It

thus his as Mani as 13/36 = 36% of the votes on the -coun-
cil,. No other county or Municipality has more than-two
repretentatives. Suppose that, at-least on some issues,
all a3 council representatives from Gainesville voted as a
tdoc. We could represent the result as a weighted voting

2 body

[19; 13, 1212_1?:!11.
G 23

There are 24 distinct orders, according as G is listed Lst,
2nd, ..., 24th. G will be pivotaLipen it is 7th through
19th, i.e, in 13 of the 24'90prs.'Thence the Gainesville
bloc would have 1324 = 54% of the voting power.

There is a s ple 04Tmula f61-1e,voting power of a
single voting bloc of size x irra voting body df
with a winning quota q. First, define b = n - q + 1 to be
the blocking quota, which is the number of votes necessary
to keep emotion from passing.. Then the

--1-- if x
n-x+1

.

powet,of a bloc of size x=
n-
--b-- if b x I q

x+1

1 if q I x.
t

;7
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or the above Florlda,example, n = 36, qtT-7 19, b = 18,. ,

x = 13 < b., Hence the power: of the bloc it
",.

- LI =.54%;
36-13+1 24

( as we,found directly, above.

Even more interesting things can happen When two
voting blocs form witAro voting body. For instance,
suppose that in an environmental comraispioq of Siterlls
voting by majority rule, there is an environmentalist bloc
E of_size-e_and-an-industrialist bloc I of The
members of each*blocyote together, -but the tWoblOcs are
not assumed to be necessarily opposed. Tableq1.2-illus-
trates the results of a power analysis for three different

.combinations of e and i. T

TABLE 1.2
11.7ER OF TWO VOTING BLOCS IN AN 11-MEMBER VOTING BODY

Number 4% of Vote % of ,Power % of Vote % of Power
of Bloc Controlled -Held Controlled Held
Members by E by E by I by I

e=2,i=2 18.2 19.4 18.2 19.4
d=4,i=2 36.4 47.6 ' 18.2 -14.3.
0.=4,i=4 36.4 '30.0 36.4 30.0o .

I

Two small 4ocs.can both gain power at the expense of other
voters. tmeilarge bloc can gain power at the expense of a
smaller-bloc and'othex voters. Finally, two large blocs
actually lose power to the other voters.' One_can see why
this happens., for example, in .

,[6; 4! 4, 1,. 1, 1].
: ' E . I

4' .

In situations where Eand I are. opposed, the individual vo,!
ters whobelong.to neither bloc hold the balance of power.

The formula fox the power of a bloc of size x when
there are In blocs of s* s x and y in a voting body of
size n and wihning quo q, is only a little _complicated.
It. uses the.notion of ?"triangular numbers:"

a(a +1) if a k 0
Ta

0 if a < 01
k.,. ,

In terms of triangular numbers, the power of a bloc of

O.

size x =

17
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Tq_y + `Tb_y - Tq_x_y -

2 TA.I.b_x_y

1 +.Tb_y Tq-x-y
2 2Tq+b-x-y

1 if q x

Thus, the power of the bloc of size x depends not only on
x, but also on the size y of the other bloc, In the
exampltie when x = 4.and y = 2, with q = 6 = b, the
power of the bloc of size 4 is

T6-2 T6_4_2 - T6_4_2 T4 - To

t 2 T6+6-4-2 T6

10 -
0.476

21

as in Table 1.2.

In the .cotirse oftdesigning a voting body, it may be
wise'to consider the effect which potential voting blocs
could haye on the 1.Mtributionof power. 'Such potential
voting blocs could arise a variety of waist fromgeo-
graphical'proximity, political, connections, common inter-
ests as polluters, and other commoneconomic or environ-
mental,interests. For instance, Edwin Haefele in [41 does
potential voting bloc analyses Of,a proposed Potomac Basin
Commission,. the San Francisco Bay CoMmissiop, a proposed

'Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Delaware air pollution agency, and'
tbeRMinneapolis-.St. Raul Metropolitan Council. He conSidn
ers-Potential voting blocs arising both from political ;..!

jurisdittions add from commonsinterests.
'

. -

.

s 1.4 Committees

In a.vobing body with a large or technical agenda,
preliminary decisions are often referred to committees.

Even in less complicated bodies, a steering committee may
set the agenda.beforethe main body meets. In suthsitud-

: tions, a proposal may have to win the approval of a major7
ity of the committee befor.e it can even appear%before the
main body. It must theri also be approved by a majority of

_the-body-.--It:is-trezr-that,Imemliens of the committee have.4
more.power over issues on which they have,jurisdiction tbah
other. membgcs of the voting body. How much more power do
they have? -

Consider a three-person committee in a nine-person
voting body, Wherle both the committee and thg bodyact by
majority rule. Call the committee members A's and the

//
other members B's, so thaAthe body has members AAABBBBBB.

9
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To be approved, a proposal must have the support of at
least five members, iniluding at least two A's, There are

(3) 841°

possible orders* i# which we can arrange the *3 A's and 6
S. In how.many of these will a B pivot? In order to be
pivotal, a B must be preceded by exactly four letters,"

including either' two A's or all three A's:

(AABB)
(1) (t )

(ABBB) = 6.4 = 24 ways

or (ARAB) (BBBB)
(1)(g) = = 4 ways

28 ways.

As illustrated above, the theory of combinations tells us
that these two possibilities can occur in exactly 28 ways.
Hence B's will pi t in 28 orders, and Ass in the other
84 - 28 = 56 orders. The power index of each A will be

1 56_ =
3 84 9

and the power, index of each B:2,1, be

1 a =
6 84 18

Thus, any committee member is lout times as powerful as any
non-committee member. When a committee structure is'being
chosen, or a body is turning over its agendafto a steering
committee, this kind of power imbalance should be kept in
mind.

There is a simple formula for the fraction of power
held by tits members (in-toto) of a committee of odd size m
in'a voting body of odd size n, when both the committee and
the body act by majority rule, as in the exampleabove:
the power of a committee of size m is

2n

Thus the Shapley-Shubik index of each committee member is
. ,

±n,
m 2n'

*The symbol (:) is the combinatorial coefficient which gives

the number of ways in which m positions can be,chosen frga among

-n- positions. It is calculated by the Larmula (m )
ml(n-m)!

.
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and-the' Shaplei-Shubik'index of each non-cbmmittee member

is

m-n , 2n 2n
. .

Finally, the ratio.of the power of a 'committee member to
that of a non-committee member is

. ,

.41in /a = m:±_ft - n.
m 2n/ 2n- m

- -.
.

. .
TThus, fon the above example, the

.

indices are 2/9 and 1/18
and-the ratio is 4. 'Taking another example, for a com-
mittee of size m = 5 in A voting body of size n = 35, the
power of a committe

)
member is

64-35 _
5 70 70

the power of a non-committee member is 1/70 , And a commit-
tee member has

L 15- 8

times as much power as a non-committee member.

1.5 Decisions Made by Two.or More Voting Bodies

In the United States Congr9ss, a bill must be approved
by a majority of'both the Senate and House of Representa-
tives. (It must also, of course, be approved by the
.President, or his veto must be over-ridden). A regional
water quality plan may have to be approved by each of
several committees, commissions dnd agencies. When two or
more bodies must each approve .a proposal for it to pass,

how Is power distributed among the members of the different
bodies?

Consider a system in which a proposal must be approved
by a majority of a three-person body (call its members A's)

gpi.by a majority of a five-personbody (call its members
B's). What is the Shapley - Shubik index of an A in this
scheme? Looking at all the members together, the letters
AAABBBBB can be ordered in

pill_ ._&L_ =
(3) 315!

"different ways. For an A to pivot, she must be the second
A, and must be preceded by 3 or 4 ort5 B's:

OBBB) A (ABB) N (1= 4.3 = 12 ways
1 1

'or (ABBBB) A (AB) (I) ( 2 )= 5.2= 10 ways



6br (ABBBBB) A A 411 (
1
)= 6%1 = 6 ways

28 ways.

Thus, an A will pivot in 28 of the 56 orders and a B will
pivot in the other 28. Peer is shared equally by the two
bodies. Of Courst,because the first body is smaller, its
individual members will hav'e more power. The power index
of an A is

1 . = 1',
3 2 6

while the power of A B is

1 . 1 =, _1 .
5 - 2 10

It 'is not, hard to show-that this result' continues to
hold when a proposal must be. approved by each of two'odd
sized.bodies acting by majority rule: the bodies will
share power equally. ,What 'is interesting the effect
that changinm .the voting rule for one body can have.
Suppose,. for instance, that our first body of A's decides
to require the vote of all three pf its members for apProv-
al. Theriumber of,orders of A's and B's is still 56, but
an A will now pivot when she is the last A and is preceded
by 3 or 4 or g

or

or

(AABBB) A BB

(AABBRB) 4.B'

(AABBBBB) A

2
[51

(62)

2.(7]

0

(10)

0
( °)

=

=

=

1.0.1

15.1

21'1

=

=

=

10 ways

15 ways

21 ways
46 ways.

The A's together will now have 46/56 or 82%- Of the power.
The power index of an A will increase to

k0.274, r
3 56

'while that of a B will fall to

1

..i. ti = 04Q6.
I-

The ratio of power between an and a B Witi increase from

1
3. 3
= 1.67 to 21 = 7.67.

In cieneral, if one of two voting bodies reqkires a
larger majority to pass a proposal, that body will have -

more power. This effect should be considered when.a deci-.

sion must be approved by se/eral bodies, in sequence.' If a
.*

12
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proposal requires unanimous'apprOval by a planning body of

three, foi instance, and majority approval by an advitory
committee of five,, the planners will have 828 of the power.`'

.- When three or more bodies operating by majority rule

. must .approve a.proposal, the strictly symmetrical Aistri-

bution of pow r no longer holds: The smaller bodies will'

have slightly 7 more power. Fot example,Shariley and Shubik

in their origing article [4:2], considered the U.S.

' legislative scheme, omitting the possibilitlirof overriding'

la Presidential veto, as a rule requiring majority approval
of a bill by each of three bodies, of sizes 1 (the

President) , 1?le (the Senate) and 435 (the House). In this

scheme the President holds onehalf the power, the sgnate
slightly over one - quarter, ind 'Ile HoUse slightly. nder

one-quarter.'

c

. . PROBLEMS

R

1) Verify the p6wer indices given in Table 1.1 for

a) [5 ; 3, 2, 1, 1] ,. ,..- .;

b) t[5 ; 3, 2, 2, 1] w

.2) Verify' the power indices for the 1958 European Council
..

of Ministers given on page.4.

3) To which weighted voting bodies in Table 1.1 are the
following voting bodies structurally equivalent? What

are their power indices?

,a) [17 ;

b) [17 ;

c). 418 ;

d) [19;

4) In a weighted voting body with four members, is it

possible for all four members to have'ditferent power -

indices?

5) Verify directly that [4; 3, 1, 1, 1, 1] has power

indices (.6, .1, .1, .1 -) '(page

6) What is the percentage of voting pow r held by a

single bloc'of size 10 in a voting bo of size 25 if

the number of-Vbtes necessary to win i

a) 13 b) 15 c). 17 d) 19?

7) Verify the formula for the power of a s ngle voting

bloc of size x in a body of size n with inning quota

q (page 7). (Hint: The body is
a. [q0, 1,..., 1].

n-x

In which of the positions 1, n - x + 1 will x

be pivotal?)

11;.9, 8, 5].

11, 9, 7, 6]

11, 9, 7, 6]

11, 9, 7; 6]

13 22
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8) Verify the figures in Table 1.2
a) directly from°ehe definition -of the ShapLey- hUbik

power ,index ) .

b) using thd formuld'on page

9) Consider a voting body of size 40 with winning quota
21,'containing two voting blocks,eone of size 14 and
the other of size 11. What percentage of the powerro
will each of these two bleckshave? Are these
Percentages higher or lower than the corresponding
percentabeZqf the votes? (For an application of this,
see (141.)

10) To see why triangular nu mbers come into the formulas
for b voting blocs on page.9,-consider

10: 4, 2! 1,..., 11.

- 11

_____Ther-eare 13'12 = 21:12 possible45.0erings, since both
x and y may take positions 1 through 13. Represent_

'these Orderings as lattice points-in the plane:

.0 1

.13
\ 12

11
10

>
9

0 8.
I 0 ,,

+ 6
5

4

3

2

1

.

A&

J.,

a .

I*

%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
position of x

I h ave divided the ptints into regions. Label each
region by X, Y, or 0 accortiing as,x, y, or an other,
voter is pivotal for the corresponding ordering.
Check that the number of points in the regions-labeled
g is indeed (T8-T4) + (T6-T2). Thkslcind of-diagram
for the general case proves the formulas on page 9.

11) Calculate the power of a n A and of a B in the body
hNKBEI whtare a bill-must be approved by at least three
voters inclutlidg at least two A's. Check that your
figures agree with the formulas on pages 10 and 11.

12) ,Suppose that in order to be approved by the U.S. House
of Representatives a bill must not only get a majority
cC,the 435 Representatives', but also a majority of a

\

a
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31-member Rules COMmittee (to get on the floor). What
is the ratio of power of a Rules Committee member to a
non-Committee member? How would this ratio change If
the Rules Committee were enlarged to 45 members?

13) Verify AptIrthetotal power of a'committee of,)dd size
m in a voting body of odd size h (both operating by

majority rule) is indeed (m+n)/2n (page 10). (Hint:
follow the reasonini3 on page 10 to show that total
number of orderings in which a "...B" is pivotal is

n; LT 2 2

MI MEL
2 .2

+
Mid M=.1

+ +
2m

2

11-7.3' - IL-1 IL-1

2 2 2

whei-e- the equalit is by'a'Crimbinatorial identity:)

14) Prove the combinatorial. identity in 13) by considerihg
.the coefficient of xm in the identity

2

(nm-1

+ x) 2 (1 + x) 2 = 7)n-1.

,15) Ver-i,ty thgt when a bill...must be approved by each of
two edd size bodies acting by majority rule, the
bodies share power equally (page 12). (Hint: for

each combined ordering, consider the corresponding
reversed ordering.)

16) If a bitl must be apgroved by at least 2 of 3- A%s and
at least 4 of 5 Bys, That percentage of the power is
'held-by the A's'? \What is the ratio Of.the power of an

. A to the power of a B?

17) SuppOse that a bill must be appuoved by a president
(P), a majority of a three-member Senate (SSS) and a.

majority of's five-member House (UHHHHk. Calculate
the power of P, of aTi S, and of an H. (This calcula-
tion is done in [12].)

BIBLIOGRAPHIC NOTES

In this chIpter,we have emphasized the Shaple -Shubik
power index as the most widely 'accepted measure of,voting
power. Surveys of this index and some of its-usesoin
political contexts appear in [10] and [11r. An example of
the Power of voting blocis_appears in [14]: Sample uses in
environmental contfxts c11.4- be found in [4].

The only major coMPetitorAef the Shapley-Shubik index
IF is a voting power index due to John Banzhaf in [l]. (This

is the index used in New York court cases.) The Shapley-
Shubik and BaLzhaf indices are discussed and compared in

15
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[2i. [8, (13] and [15]. Included in.(8] is a survey of
methods for computing the indices for larger votieg bodies,

, .and many examples of weighted voting bodies. An elementary
discuision of evaluating.the Shapley-Shubik index as an
integral appears in [16].

In interpreting some of this literature, the following
definitions and terminology may be helpful. An p-- person

cooperative dame is a set N of n players, together with a

specification of the payoff v(S) which each coalition S N .

can obtain for its members. A simple game is an n-person
cooperative game in which the value of each coalition is
eitheel (the coalition is winning) or 0 (the coalition is
losing). A prier simple game is one in Which there are
not two disjoint winning coalitions. 'The' "voting games"'we

a have been considering are proper simple games.
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2 VoiingMethods for More
than rIWo Alternatives

2.1 kThe Weaknesses of Seauential Pairwise Voting

In discussing voting parr in Chapter One, we were
looking only at the case where decisions were being made
between two altbrnatives: ,a motloon the floor was to be
voted on by a 'yes' br a 'no.' Ip most decision situa-
tions, the ultimatejecision to be made is'among more. than
two,alternative. Probably the most Common way of making
such a decision among multiple alternatives is to use a
'parliamentary piocedure' to reduce the decision to a se-
quence of pairwise decisions. Then for pairwise decisions
the power index considerations of Chapter One can tell us
how influence is apportOned.

Unlortuhately, reducing a decision among mpltiple
alternatives to a sequence of pairwise decisions can have
bizarre effects. Consider a cage in which three voters
must Choose among four alternatives a4b, c and d, and sup-
pose the voters have preferences among the alternatives as

414. follows:

, -
1 Voter 1. Voter / Voter

Example 1 a b'
(3,Voteri) b

cgr d
..

d b c .

.s._ c d a

Thus, the First voter has alternative a as his first
cho , bas his second 'choicie, down to c as his _last
ch Considef .the result of sequentiil voting by ma-

%y rule, and suppose that the voters,vote according to
the above prefekences. Suppose alternative a is first
paired against b: the first and second voters will choose

.
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a and the third will choose b, and a will win by a 2-to-1

vote: Then if alternative a is paired against c, c will
Win, by a 2-to-1 vote. Finally, when alternative c is
paired against d', d will win, again by a 2-to-1 vote. The
secidence can be shown as

a

(Agenda i)

b a, d

Hence, alternative d is chosen, in spite of the fact that
if we look back at the preference.lists, we can see that d
seems to have'little in its favor, and in fact the voters
are unanimous in preferring b tO d. Sequential pairwise
voting can choose clearly undesirable alternatives.

.

Sequehtial voting is 05p highly sensitive to the
'agenda' - the order in which alternatives are introduced.

Consiier the same voters with the same preferences, but
with three alternative agendas:

a

a a

C

a

b

b b
g

d c

a a

(Agenda ii)

(Agenda

(Agenda iv)

Hence, in this example any one of the four alternatives can

bechosen, depending on the order in which the alternatives
are brought up for a vote. Chance, or sophisticated manip-
ulation of the agenda, can have as much to do with the out-
come as the preferences of the voters. With regard to ma-
nipulating the agendat, Duncan Black [2] has given one rule
of thumb: the later you bring up your f avored alternative,

the better chance it has of winning. The idea is that if

there are other alternjtives which might beat yours, .those

others might themselves be beaten earlier in the voting.
Whe?i many voters reason this way, conflict ovpr the agenda/
can replace substantive conflict over the alternatives.

fit

A third effect of sequential pairwise voting has been
carefully analyzed in a classic monograph by Robin

Op
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Farquharson [7]. Consider Agenda ii, which chose alterna-
tive a.' Alternative a is the last-7dhIce of our third vo-
ter, and she might well ask'if there i any way she could,
do better. There is, indeed. Om the first vote in Agenda e

ii, our third voter helped alternative b V overcome alter-
nativec., Suppose she had voted insincerelyfor c in the
first vote instead of her true preference foE b. The result
would .have. been

.
A

(Agenda ii,
third voter
insincere).

Our third voter has thus achieved her second choice instead
4of her last choice by this judicious bit of insincerity, .

and in the process has produced a rather undesirable social
outcome. Sequential pairwise voting invites voters to
think strategically and vote insincerely. ,

Given that sequential pairwise voting is unattractive
fn'these,kincIS of ways, much attention has beep given to
analyzing and designing other voting rules pr choosing
among three or more alternatives. In this chapter we will
look at .b number of these rules and evaluate some of their
strengths and weaknesses. The approach for evaluAion will
be to write down precisely a number of criteria which Eea-.

sonable.voting rules might be expected to satisfy, and in-
vestigate Olich'voting,rules satisfy which criteria. For
instance, we hAve already seen one such criterion in our
.discussion of sequential pairwise voting. It is classical-

' ly associated with the Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto
(1848-1923):

Pareto Criteria: If every voter prefers an alternative
* to an alternative y, a voting_ rule should not
produce y as a winner.

.Sequehtial pairwise voting violates this criterion.
This 'axiomatic' approach to the study of voting rules

was pioneered by Kenneth Arrow [I], and the-results of his
, and later analyses were bothenlightening and discouraging:

it is quite easy to write down a short list of reasonable-'
sounding criteria, and prove that no voting rule can satis-
fy all of them. Recent surveys of this kind of work can be
Nund in [9), [16], [19),.[22] and [23]. Hence, we cannot
expect to find a perfect may o4 making decisions among
tkitee or more alternatives. Still, even in an imperfect
world some methods may be better than others. We will
to find some of the be,tter ones.
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2.2 Plurality Voting

After sequential pairwise.-voting, plurality voting is
,,perhaps the most widely used votinq'rule. Each voter votes

for one alternative, and the alternative with the largest
number of votes wins. Plurality voting eliminates the
agenda effect of sequential pairwise voting, and satisfies
the Pareto criterion. However, it has long been noted by

' political analysts that plurality voting has its own,
faults. The following example illustrates two of them.. '

-Consider a case in which 9 voters must choose from among .

three alternatives, a, b and c, and suppose that the voters
have preferences among the alternatives as follows:

3 Voters 2 Voters 4 Voters
Example 4 a

,(9 Voters) b a

c c a

One 'notable political example of this kind of situation was
'the 1970 New York Senatorial raCe between liberal Democrat

Richard Ottinger (a), liberal Republican Charles Goodell

(b), and Conservative hmes Buckley (c). Under plurality::

voting, alternative c wins with 4 first - choice votes, as

Buckley won the Senatorial race. The possible inequity of
,

this result comes from the fact that a,,5-to-4 majority of
voters rank,c last, and would have preferred either of the
other alternatives to c. In fact, if the voters had been
asked to make pairwise deciskOns, one could pi.cture ehe .

results as follows:

3 -to -6

c

with b beating a by 6 -,to -3, b beating c by 5-to-4, and a'

beating c by 5-to-4. Alternative b, which came in lagt in
the plurality vote, would thus have beaten either of the
other alternatives ih pairwise contests. According.to a
Criterion advanced by the Marquis de Condorpet as early as
1785, b should have been the winner. This is th-e

Condorcet Winner Criterion: If'there is an alternative
x which couild obtain a majority of votes in
pairwise ontests against every other alter-
native, a voting rule should choose x as the
winner. ,
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4 ft L The alternative x of this criterion, if 'it exists, is,
4 unique and is called. the Condorcet winner: Often there is

no Condorcet wanner. There is none in Elcample 1 at the
.

begirining of this chapter, for instance, wherefthe pattern
% 'of pairwise majority wins is-

and every alternative loses a pairwise contest to some
other alternative. The Condorcet criterion simply says
that ..t.f there is a Condorcet (ginner, a voting rule should
choose it:

Odr first observtion,about Example 2 leads to a kind
of reverse Condorcet criterion; termed the

Condorcet Loser Criterion: If an alternative y would lose
in pairwise majority contests against every other
alternative, a voting rule should not choose y as
a winner.

Example 2 shows thatplurality voting violates both of
these Condorcet criteria, In-addition, it is clear that
when there are many alternatives, plurality voting can pro-
du.ce in extremely weak mandate. Consider, for instance:

10 .5 '.' 2 3 3 4
Voters Voters 'Voters Voters Voters

2:temple 3 .a b c d e
(17' Voters) b c b b b

c d d c c
'd a e e d
.e a . a a a

N.Here alternatiYe a is the plurality winner, although 12 of
the 17 voters rank it last. Alternative b comes in last
under plurality voting, in spite of the fact that it is
everyone's first or,second choice, and is the Condorcet
winner. In using only first place preferences, plurality
voting does not take into account an equitable amount of
information aboqt.the preferenies of voters.

- A common attempt to overcome these deficiencies is t6
combine pluiality voting with a run-off between the top two
vote-getters, if no alternative receives a majority of
votes on the fitat balldt.%This may not be much of an im-
provement: it would produce alternative e as the winner in
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Example 3. Since alAernative b is the Condorcet winner itt,

Example 3, we see that plurality voting with a run-off

still does not satisfy the Condor9et winner criterion. It

does, however, satisfy the Condorcet loder criterion: the

ultimate winner must win at least the.paicwise contest of
the run-off, and hence cannot lose all pairwise contests.

Unfort9hately, this modest gain is effected At the
cost of int,roducing a serious, perverse phenomenon. Con-

.

sider the flowing:

..,, 6' 5 4 2 1

3Voters Voters Voters Voters
Example 4 a c b b

(17 Voters) b a c a

( c b a c

In the plurality contest, alternatives a0and b are the top

vote-getters, and a beats b in the run-off by a vote of 11-
to-6 and, hence, a wins. Now suppose that the..jast two vo-

ters change their minds in favor of alternative\a, so that
they now have preference orderings of abc. A

election would now have alternatives a and c as the top
vote-getters, and c would beat a in the run-off by a vote
of 9-to-8. Hence, two voters deciding. that they like al-.
ternative a better produces a win for c. In a recent arti-
cle about this phenomenon, Doron and Kronick imagine a news
announcement: "Canaidate cvon.today, but if candidate
had received fewer first place-votes, he would have won"
[6]. The folYbwing criterion says that we should not allow
this kind of perverse reaction in a voting rule --

Nonotonicity criterion: If x ke a winner under a voting
rule, and one.ormorewoters change their prefer-
ences in a way favorable to x (without changing;
the order in which they prefer any Aber alterna-
tives), then x should still be a winner:.

Straight plurality voting satisfies the MOnotonicity condi-
tion, but plurality with a run-off violates it. ;

Finally, it is we/1 known that plurality voting, with
or without a run-off, often places voters in a strategic
dilemma by tempting them tO vote insincerely.. If your fa-
vored

.

o alternative seems to have little chance of winning,
or of-Placing in the top two,,perhapryou should vote for a

testi favored altsinative which does have a chance of win -

ning. Thus in Example 2, Goodell voters were urged to sup-
port Oteinger in,order to keep Buckley from winning. In

Txample'3, supporters of alternatives c and *mild have
been tempted'to vote for b, thus possibly obtaining their
second choice instead of their last choice.

D
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'2.3 Pluraliti.Elimination Procedures

A number of vot.ng procedures have been proposed which
involve sequentially liminating 'undesirable' alternatives
until one alternative is able'to obtain a majority Of .first i
place votes. The most widely used such procedure was popu-
larized by Thomas Hare (see [6]). Hare's procedure was' de-
signed for the case in which aspecified number m of alter-
natives i. to be chosen from a colleCtion of n alterna-
tives. The general procedure is complicated, but when to =
1 it reduces to the following. Eachvvo'ter writes down his
or her preference ordering of the-n alternatives, and an
alternative is declared the winner if a majority of voters
rank it first. If no alternative ig ranked first by a ma-
jority of the voters, the alternative(s) with the smallest
number of first place votes is (are) ,crossed out from all .,

preference orderings, and first place votes are counted
again. This is continued until a winner is selected. For
instance, in Exampl3, alternative b is eliminated first,
yielding reduced preference orderings:.

5 Voters 2 Voters 3 Voters 3 Voters 4 Voters
a

d e

e a

d . c c
e a d
a a a

Since no alternative yet has a majority of first place
votes, we continue and eliminate d, Yielding

5 Voters* 2 Voters 3 Voters 4 Mpters
a

a a a

There is still no ma ty winner, and 'alternative e is
crossed off. Alter tive c is then declared the winner.

If we recall th t alternative b was the Condorcet win-
ner in this example, we see that the Hare system does not
satisfy the Condorcet winner criterion; in fact, the
Condorcet winner was the first alternative to be elimina-

. ted. Example 4 shows that the Hare system also does not
satisfy Monotonicity'criterione

An in eresting elimination procedure, perhaps speci-L
fically applicable to the kinds of questions which arise in A

environmental planning, was first proposed by the psych- .

ologist Clyde Coombs [4]. Coombs argued that when we are
seeking a kind of compromise solution which kill not elicit
violent opposition, we should eliminate first not the al-
ternative with the smallest number of first place votes,
but the alternative with the largest number of last place
votes. Again,.the procedure is to .stop whenone alterna-
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tive commands majority support. Under the Cooibs proce-
dure, in Example 3-alternative a would be the first to be
eliminated, leaving: .

5 Voters 2 Voters 3 Voters 3 Voters
b b c d

4

c c b b
d d , d, c

e e e e

4 Voters
e

b

c

d

No alternative yet has a majority of fiat place votes, so
e is eliminated, leaving:

5 Voters 2 Voter 3 Voters 3 Voters 4 Voters.
b b c d b

c 4

d d d c d

,Alternative by with 11 first-place votes, is now declared
the winner.

Hence, in this example, the Coombs procedure does
choose the Condorcet Winner. We will see in the next sec-
tion some data whiCh indicate that the Coombs procedure is
in general more likely to choose a Condorcet winner, when

there is one, than the'plurality or Hare procedures. How-
ever, it does not always do so:

5 4 2 4 2 .4
Voters Voters Voters Voters Voters Voters

Example a a .1)

(21 Votes) b c a c a b

a .a

-A. No Alternative has a majority of first place votes, so
;

alternative a with the largest number of latqt place votes
is eliminated, and b wins. But in this example, alterna-
tive a is the Condorcet winner (it beats both b and c by a
vote' of 11-10).

Unfortunately';` the Coombs procedure also fails to

satisfy the Monotonicity condition. In the following ex-
ample, the Coombs procedure eliminates alternative c and
chooses a:

5 Voters 2 Voters 4 Voters 2 Voters
&ample 6 a b c. c

(13 Voters) b c a b

ac
do

b, a
, -

it, however, the last two voters change. their minds to fa-
vor alrernatirue a Over b, b will be eliminated and c will
win.

In.general, elimination procedures tend to consider
information in too piecemeal a fashion. A good alternative

26.
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may be eliminated ears on thbasis of partial information
without considering the overall picture. We need to have a
votinl rule which considers information more uniformly.

2.4, The Borda_Count.

In61781 Jean-Charles de Borda proposed his 'method of y
marks,' which has come to be known as the Borda count. In
this voting system, each voter submits his or her prefer-
ence ranking of the n alternatives to be considered. An
alternative receives no points for being ranked last, one
point for being ranked next to last, up to n-1 points for
being ranked first. The points for each alternative are
then summed across all voters, and the alternative with the
highest total i the winner.

AP'i
For instance, recall Example 1 at the beginning of

this Chapter:

1 Voter 1 Voter, 1 Voter
a

b a d
d . b

= o d a r
s\.

Iii the Borda count, alternative a receives°3 pbints from
the first voter, 2 from the second, and 0 frokthe,third,
for a total of 5. Borda counts fpr all the alternatives
are a:5, b:6, c:4 and d:3. Alternative b is the Borda
winner.

The Borda count has a number of arguments in its fa-
vor. First of all, it uses information from the entire
preference rankings of all voters - not just which alterna-
tive is ranked first or last - and it applies this informa-
tion, all at once instead of sequentially. -Secondly, the

Borda count choos1s-the alternatizilpoolth occupies the

highest.positiOn on the average in the voters' preference
rankings, since the Borda count of an alternative x, divid-
ed by the number of voters, is just the average number of
alternativesrankedbelow.x. . Thus in Example 1, alterna-
tive b has an average ran of two from the 1)ottom, higher
than any other alternativIk This property could be'impor-
tant when we need a 'broadly accepta e' decision:, having
the highest average position in preference rankings night
be a reasonagle operational definition of 'broadly acCept-

o able.' ,

or another justifi tion of the ordacount, consider
the results of the pairwise in Example 1, which .

can be shown as follows:

I
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0 2 -to -1
a

0

+JO

c

swb

1 -to -2

O

9

Notice that the total number of votes that alternative EC.

would get,in pairwise contests is I.+ Z + 3 = 6, exactly
its Borda count. This is .alOays true when all voters have
strict preference orderings no ties in 6W ordering). '

Notice that, going back to the preference lists, we can

obtain alternative b's Borda count by simply counting the
number of letters below b in the three lists: #

,c o.

c d a
.,

But this just says that, In pairwise conte is alternative b
would get 1 vote against a, 2 against c, and:3 against d.

Hence, we can also interpret the Borda win er as the alter-
native which'would do best on the average, interms of num-
bexs of votes, in pairwise orntelts with other alterna-
tives.

The Borda count satisfies 'the Pareto condition, the,

Condorcet loses condition, and the MonotOnicity condition,
Condorcet was the first to point'outthat it does not satb-
ftisfy the Condorcet winner condition:

3 Voters ,2 Voters
'gxample 7 ' a b Borda, a: & . tolo

(5 voters) b c counts.b: 7
. . C a c: 2 ,

inxample, alt native b is the Borda winner bgra is
.
.

the Condorcet winp . Worse than that, alternative a has 7
*

an absolyte majority of first place votes. The only reason
. ,

that b can win the Borda count is thafk`thb presenbe of c ." '

enables the last two voters 6 'weight' their votes for b
over alternative a more heavily than the first three vo- .

tters' votes for alternative mover b. The Borda count vi-
olatet the pfollowing criterion, whtph is weaker than the
Condprcet criterion --4

. ' , .-

,.. 4, -A .

.

BAjority criterion: If a majority of voters have an
atteinativex as their first choice, a voting.
rule should choose x.

a'
..-



In Example 7, our first three voters do have a natural
defensive strategy. They can obtain alternative a as the
Borda winner by °insincerely listing their preferences as
acb: In general, the Borda count is,vulnerable_to strat-
egic manipulation in the following way: if a voter favors,
x4Arld believes that y is the.most.dangerous.competitor to
x, he can minimize the risk that y will beat x by putting y
at the bottom of, his preference list. When the danger of
this kind of strategic behavior was pointed out to Borda,
his reply was, 'My scheme is only intended for honest men!'
(See f2], page 238). .A rewarding analysis of 'strategic
tension' in voting with the-Horde count has recently ap-

...

Whil none of the voting relies we have considered in
Sections-2, 3 and 4 satisfy the Condorcet winner criterion,

recent work indicates that the methods differ with respect
to'; often they'lail to choose a Condorcet winner when
there-is-ones The gollowing figures,*for instance, are due
to Chamberlin and Cohen [3], who considered a fairly real-

.

stic spatial voting model with four alternatives and 21
° v.1.oters, and asked what percentage of the time+each of four

voting methods will choose a Condorcet winner when there is
one:

colio.

Plurality 538

Hare 75%
Coombs 98%
Borda 83%

Coombs seems clearly superibr in this respect, with Borda
second and plurality a poor last. Moreover, as the number
of voters increases, the performance of Coombs and Borda
improves, while the performance of Hare and Plurality
declines.

*

2.5 Condorcet Voting Methods

Of the voting methods we have discussed so far, only
sequential9pairwise voting (with its many other NAOS)
satisfies the Condorcet winner criterion. In this section
we will conrider thtee additional voting methods which all
satisfy this condition. Because they do, they are.called
Cohddrcet voting-methods.

Probably the simplegt suggestion was made by Dunca
Black in (2f. If we value the Condorcet criterion, but
believe, that the Borda count also has advantages, we might
do the following: in cases where there is a Condbrcet.

winner, choose it; but in casts where there is no Condorcet.
:winner, choose the Borda winner. We would require prefer-
ence lists from the voters. We would then use the informav
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tion in the preference lists to construct a pairwise voting
diagram like the one we have seen earlier for Example 1:

J

We would then check to see if one alternative beats all the
others in pairwise contests. If so, that alternative wins.
If not, use the numbers in the diagram to compute the
Borda winner as in Section 2.4.

The Black rule is easy to implement, and satisfies the

Pareto, Condorcet loses, Condorcet winner and Monotonicity
criteria. It does not satisfy a plausible generalization
of the Condorcet criteria offered by John Smith [24]

BmiVI's Generalized Condorcet criterion: If the alterna7
tives can be partitioned into two sets 4and B
such that every alternatfve,in A beats every

alternative in'S in pairwise contests, then a vo-
ting rule should nal select an alternative in B.

TheSmith criterion implies both the Condorcet winner and
Condorcet loser criteria (take A to be the set which con-

. sists of only the Condorcet winner, or B to be the set
which consists of only the Condorcet loser). The following
itexample shows t 'Black's rule violates this criterion:

.1 Voter 1 Voter 1 Vot er

Example a a sb
(3 Voters) b c a

x x x

y .

z z z

w w w

c a

If we partition the alternatives as A = (a, b, a) and B =
[x, y, z, w], then every alternative in A beats every
Alternative in B by a 2-to-1 vote. Furthermore, there is
no Condorcet winner, since alternatiyes a and b and c beat
each other cyclically. When we compute Borda ,counts, we
get:

AhgAY
11 11 Ili 12 9

3
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Hence, by Black'S rule, alternative x is the winner. The
special' structure required in this and other similar exam-
ples_doesseem to indicate, however, that such situations
are probably very rare.

A second ingenious Condorcet voting rule was proposed
by E. J. Nanson in 1907. It is a Borda elimination scheme
which sequentiallli, eliminates the alternative with the low-
est' Borda count until only one alternative or a collection
of tied alternatives remains. That/ this procedure will
indeed always seledt the Condorcet winner, if there is one,
follows from the fact that the Condorcet winner must garner
more than half the votes in its pairwise contests with the
other alternatives, and hence must always have a higher
than avelage Borda count. Thus, it can never have the
lowest Borda count, and can never be eliminated. Here is
an example:

. 3 Voters 4 Voters 4 Voters 4 Voters .

Example a b b'

(15 Voters) c a a a

d c b c

a d d b

be pairwise voting diagram is:

8- to -7 1°
a Yob

o'

?

4 -to -11

so that alternative a is the Condorcet winner. TheBorda
counts are a:24, b:25, c:26 and d:15. Hence, alternative c
would,be the Borda winner, and alternative a would come in
next=to-last. However, under 3Nanson's procedure alterna7
tive d is eliminated and iew Borda counts are cbmputed:

3 Voters 4'Voters 4 Voters 4 Voters
.b b c a Borda a:16
c a a c counts b:14
a c b' c:15

Alternative b is now eliminated, and i' the final round
alternative a beats c by 8 -to-7.

SAnce Nanson's procedure so cleverly reconciles the
Borda cunt with the Condorcet criterion, it is a shame,
but, peihapp not surprising, to find that it shares thIP
defect of other elimination schemes: it is not monotonic.
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Here is an exaMple offered by Fishburm (111:

8 Voters 5 Voters 5 Voters 2 Voters
Zxample i0 a

120 Voters) b a c b
c b a a

The Borda counts are a:21, b:20, and c:19. Hence c is-

eliminated, and then alternative a beats b by 13-to-7.
However, if the last twoorters changtileir minds in favor
of alternative a over b, so that their preference ordering

is cab, the new Borda counts will be a:23, b:18 and cak.
Hence b will be elipinated and then c beattrr-by 12-to-8.
The change in alterr%tfve a's favor has produced c as the
winner. -

Our last Condorcet voting rule is a remarkably simple

rule, apparently first proposed by A. H. Copeland in 1950.
One looks at the'results of pairwise contests between al-
ternatives. For each alternative, compute the number of
pairwise wins it has minus the numberof.pairwise losses it

4

has. Choose the alternative(s) for which this difference
is largest. Thus, in Example 11

Alternative Wins Losses
Copeland Score=

Wins Minus Losses
a k 2 1 1

b 2 1 1 '

c 1 2 -1

d 1 2 -1.

a

I ;

C

. ,

Alternatives a and bire-the winners by the Copeland rule.
In Example 4,

9
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0

alternatives a, b and c are all chosen as winners. The
Copeland rule is more likely than other methods to produce
ties, sincet does not take into account,' for instance,
the margins of0VictOry in the pairwise contests, but only
which alternative wins. (Thus, in example 4, alternative a
beat b by 11-to-6, b beat cby 12-to-5, and rbeat a by
only 9-to-8. The Borda count takes these margins into ac-
count and produces a as the winner.)

It is'clear that if there is a Condorcdt winner,
Copeland's rule will choose it: the CondOrcest winner will
beithe'only alternative with all.pairwise wins and no
pairwise losses. - The Copeland rule also satisfies all of '

the other criteria we have considered. 'If its indecisive-

ness can be,tolerated, itcseems to be a very good voting
rule indeed.

Although in,thedry one .could implement Copeland'Efrule

just by holding peirwisp,votes between all pairs of alter-
4natives, is probably simpler to ask voters for prefex-

ence orderings,and then calculate the 'results of pairwise
contests from the oederings: This also tends to increase
consistency and discourage strategic manipulation:

The most serious problem with the Copeland rule is not
a failure to meet any general criteria, but the fact that
it may come into spectacular conflict with another reasorf-
able voting rule -,the Borda count.- In particular, con-
sider the following example:

1 Voter 4- Voters' i'Voter 3 Voters
Example 11 a g e

-(9 Voters) b d a a

. e a 4

Copeland a: 2
scores: b: 0

Borda a: 16

scores: b: 18
.°

c: 0 c: 18
d: 0 .4* d1 18
e:-2 e: 20

Here alternative a is the Copeland %Annex ante comes in
last, but e is the Borda winner and a come*.in last. The
two methods produce diametrically opposite'results. If we
try to ask directly whether a or e is better, we notice
that the Borda winner e is preferred to the Copeland win-
ner; alternative a, by eight, of the nine voters! In a re-
cent survey article in Scientific American (18), Riker and .

Niemi were disturbed enough by this phenomenon:to almost

suggest the folYowiu modification ofthe Copelandrule:
.Choose the Copeland winner unrese it loses in apairwise

I.
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-contest with the Borda winner, in which case choose the

Bord&Qwinner.' (This modification does not suggest how to
,handle situations with a Copeland tie). Situations like
Example 11 lend credence to the suggestion.

2.6 Results of the Axiomatic Aoproach

The results of our axiomatic approach for' evaluating

voting rules are summarized in Table 2.1. The logical re-
lationl among the four Condorcet criteria are that 'a YES on
CdndOrcet winner implies a YES on Majority, and a. YES on

Smith ,implies YES's on all the other three. I have under-
,lined the NO's which I believe represent serious(disadvan-

tages to certain voting rules.

It is clear froth the discussion of the previous sec-..

tions that all of these voting rules have some problems,.

but ,the tape supports our view that some methods are bee-
s ter than'ofhers. Sequential pairwise voting is bad because

of the agenda effect and the possibility of choosing a

Pareto dominated altetnative. ,Plurality voting is bad be-
'cause of the weak mandate it.may give -- in particular, it /

may 'choose an 'alternative which wouldzlose to any other
alternative in a pairwise contest. Plurality with run-off
and the elimination schemeidue to Hare, Coombs and Nanson

611 fail to be monotonic: changes in an,alternative's
1 favor can change it from a winnerto a loser. Of these four
sdhemes, Copmbgand Nanson are better than the Others.
They generally avoid disliked alternatives, the Nanson rule
always deteets a Condorcet winner when there is one, and
the Coombs, scheme almost always does.

The B.orda count takes positional information into full

account and generally chooses a non-disliked alternative:

Its major difficulty is that it can directly conflict with

majority rule, choosing another alternative even when a ma-
, .

jority of 'voters agree on what 'alternative is best. Thus,
the Borda count would only be appropriate in situations

where it iii acceptable that an altefnative preferred by a

majority not be chosen if it is strongly disliked by a mi.:-

nority. The voting rules dueto Copeland and Black appear
tO bemite strong. The Black rule directly combines the
virtues of the Condorcet'and Borda approaches to voting.
The Copeland rule emphasizes the Condorcet approach, but
Aiker'and Niemi have suggested how it might be modified to
avoid the most violent of conflics' with the BOrda approach.

. We have also seen how several of these voting rules
may be subjected to strategic manipulation at the'hands of
voters who are willing to be insincere. In fact it is true
that all of these voting rules can be strategically manipu-
lated. For a reference on this resdlt, zee the biblio-4s

graphic notes at the end of the chapter.
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TABLE 2.1

AXIOMATIC EVALUATION OF VOTING RULES

VOTING RULES,

Sequential
3

Plurality -Borda .

c pairwise Plurality with runoff Hare Coombs ,Count Black Nanson Copeland

Pareto NO YES YES YES YES YES YES YES . YES
r

Monotonicity YES YES NO NO NO YES YES NO YES

Icondorcet
loser YES 1N0 YES YES YES YES YES YES , YES

o -.4

0um Majority YES YES YES . YES YES NO YES YES YES ..
o .1., e r-
2.0 Condorcet ,

8 u winner YES NO NO NO NO .. NO * YES YES YES

1Smith YES .,NO NO
.,.

NO NO NO NO YES YES
, 9

Remarks Agenda Usually Violations More likely
effect chooses of Smith to produce

C

43 .

Condorcet rare ties

winner
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nvfronmental Decision Making in
the Bow River Valley,

.A classical example of a decision problem in water
.

pollution control is the study of the hypothetical Bow
River Valley by Dorfman and Jacoby [51. A pollution con- e
trol project is to be designed which will enable the Bow
River to meeta water°quality standard of 5 ppm dissolved
oxygen. The major polluters along.' the river are the cities
of Bowville (pop. 250;000) and Plympton (pop. 200,000) and
the Pierce-Hall cannery'. The goal of each of these three
polluters,wis to maximize the difference between their indi-
vidual benefit and individual cost for the pollution con-
trol project. There is also a water pollution.control
agency interested in maximizing the difference betWeen
total benefits and total costs. To begin to reconcile
these'four different objectives, Dorfman and,Jacoby do a
multi-objective analysis to determin five different
Pareto-optimal pollution control optio s to achieve the
required water quality (i.e. none of th ptions could.be
changed in a way favorable to some of the four objectives
without being disfavorable toothers). The five control
options are denoted 48, #9, #11, #13 and #14 in the,
Dorfman-Jacoby study (f5), page 126). .-

We hypothesize that a policy advisory committee (PAC)
is to recommend which of these five options to implement.
The PAC is to consist of

representatives from Bowville (B),
Plympton (P), the cannery (C), and the water pollution con-
trol agency (W). For instance, it might have two represen- :
tatives each from B and P, and one representative each from : 4C and W, which case it could bethought of as a weight-
ed voting body:

; 2, 2, 1, 1).

BPCW
Following- the ideas of Chapter One, we can calculatev

1

the ShaplerShubikvbwer indices of the voters in this
body. Such indices will only btapplicable when pairyise
decisions are to be made, but seveW of,our multi-alterna-
tive voting rules do use pairwise comparisons, and in any
case the results could be useful as a first approximation
to the distribution of power. From Table.l.l in Chapter
One, we see that the Shapley-Shubik indices for this body
are:.

(1/3, 1/3, 1/6,1/6), 1,,

B P C W

"-(i.e., they'happen eo be in direct proportion tethe-"Aumbers
of votes.

c b o

.

a
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Since deadlocks are possible in this body, ft is pro-'
posed that the mayor of Bowville, the largest city, be
given the power to break ties. From Chapter. One we Indic
that, at least for pairwise voting with no abstentions,
this would be equivalent*to changing the voting body 'to

(4 ; 3, 2,i 1, 1)BPCW
The minimal Winning collitions would then be BP, BC, Big,
and PCW, and:the power indices would be:

(1/2, 1/6, 1/6, 1/6)

B' P C W

It is concluded that the ability'to break deadlocks is not
worth the inequity of the resukting distribution of power,
and the mayor' should not. be given the prerogative of break-
ing ties. c°

From Dorfman and Jacoby we have the following prefer-
p exces foethe.five acceptable control options (#8, #9, 411,

#13 and #14):

B

2 votes

P

2 votes
C

1 vote
W

1 vote
8 14 f3 11

.9 13 11-14 9-13

11 8-9-11 , 9 * 8

13. ' 8 14
14 . ,.

The entries at the same level represent voter indifference 4
among certain alternatives. We will assume that.indiffer-
ent voters abstain in pairwise contests, The following
analysis will illustrate how the voting' rules in this
chapter can be adjusted to deal with indifference and ,

voting deadlocks. We will also see that different voting
rules lead to different decisions in this environmental
example.

The pairwise voting diagram for this example

#8 #9

#11
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whesikallthe arrows-not shown represent tied votes. The .

voting rules of this Chapter produce the *following results:

1) Sequential pairwise voting; ,Control options #11 and
#13 Will enter the voting at some stage, and will then
be deadlocked.

2) Plurality voting. Options iland1W14 will be tied.'
The adoption Of run-off or Hare eitmination will pro-

% duce the same deadlock.
3) Coombs elimination. Option #14 will be the first elim-

inated since it has the most last-place, yotes, yield- '

ing:

2 Votes 2 Votes 1 Vote 1 Vote
8 13 13 11
9 8-9-11 11 9-13

11 9 8

13 , 8'

No option yet has a majority, and #8 (with 2-2/3 last-
place votes) will be the go:

2 votes 2 Votes 1 Vote.

,--

4 .

Control options #9 and #13 (2-1/2 last place votes

ach) are then eliminated; and alternative #11 wins; t
Borda count. In the Borda count with ties, tied
options are awarded the Average of the points which
would normally be awarded to the places they hold.
Thus in the preference list -'1

9 13 13 11
11 9-11 11 9-13
13 ' . 9

14
13

8-9-11

options #8, #9, and iar occupy positions 'worth 0 + 1 +
2%= 3 points, so they are each awarded one point. The
Borda counts are:

11 12 , 111 ILI
I .11 11 1/2 12 1/2 14 1/2 10 1/2

and optiOn #13 is the Borda winner.
5) Black. .-Since there is no Condorcet winner ,(11.3 ties

#11, but does not beat it), the Black rule awafUs the
decisiin to the Borda winner, #13.

6) Nanson elimination. Under Nanson's elimination scheme,
option #14, which has the lOwest Borda count, is elim-
inated, and revised Borda counts are #8:8, #918'1/2,
#11:9 and #13:10 1/2. Option #8 is then eliminated,
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yielding new Borda counts of #9:5 1/2/ #11:6 and #13:6
1/2. Option #9 is then eliminated and then #11 and #13
tie.

7) The Copeland scores are
#8: 0 - 1 = -1

#9: 0 - 1 = -1

#11: 1 - 0 = 1

*- #13: 3 - 0 = 3

#14: 0 - 2 = -2

r
with alternative #13 as the Copeland winner.
These results can be summalzed as follows:

1

Voting Method Winner(s)
Sequential pairwise 11, 13
Plurality 8, 14
Plurality with run-off 8, 14
Hare 8, 14
Coombs 11
Bord count 13
Black 13
Nanson 11, 13
Copeland 13

What is.clea;, of course, is that the voting method used
has a major effect upon the decision reached. .

.2.8 Application_to Multi-Objective Decisions by
,single Decision-Maker

We halthibtbn concerned in this Chapter with a collec-

tion of voters who must decide among several alternatives.

The methods we.have discussed are also applicable to a

single decision-maker who must decide among several alter-
natived, but who is trying to satisfy multiple objectives.

Consider, for instance, the following kind of problem from
t1 51% A decision-makeg must choose among four alternatives
a, b, c and d. In making his decision, he must consider
the performance of the alternatives with respect to four
objectives. The objectives are of such a nature that
numerical measures of performance are difficult to come by

(e.g., improved environmental quality, minimal social dis-
ruption, high aesthetics, etc), but it does seem possible
to at least rank how the alternatives perform according to
the different oblgptives. The performance results are:

1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Objective Objective Objective Objective

a

b , a

a a

d

. 39
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Thud, with respect to the first objective, alternative a
performs best and alternative d performs worst, while with
respect to the second obective d performs bdst and c
worst.

If all of the objectives are of equal importance, we
could simply consider each objective as a 'voter', and use
a (preferably good) voting rule from this Chapter to make
the decision. Usually., however, some ojectives will be
more important than othets, In such hra case, we can still
apply our methods if we feel justified in 'Weighting' the
different objectives. For instance, if we feel that the -

first objective is quite important, we might assign weights
of 3, 2, 2, 1 and think of the objectives as voters in a
weighted voting bogy [5 ; 3, 2, 2, 1]:

3 Voters 2 Voters 2 Voters 1 Voter
a '

b a

'c

d

b a a

c b

If we are using a voting rule which relies n pairwise com-
parisons (e.g, Copeland's rule), we should b careful to
check the power of objectives. 'In this case he Sliapley-
Shubik indices of the objectives are:

(504, 3/12, 3/12,'1712).

If thjs does not differ too drastically from our sense,of
rglative importance, we can proceed. If we are using a

jtvloting rule which does not. rely on pairwise comparisohs
the.Borda count), we.can omit this check. In any,

case, it'would be wise to do a 'sensitivity-analysis',
experimentipg with several.sets-of weights to see if the
result changes with nearby weight assignments.

In Choosing a voting rule to use, note that the cri-
teria we..used toevaluate voting rules still make good
sense in the present context. The Pareto criterion says we
should not choose an alternative ifihanothet alternative
performs better with respect to every objective. ..The Mono-

'''. tonicity criterion says that if we choose an alternative,,s4

and then the perfocmance.of that alternative with respdct
to some objective is improved (the4performance'of other
alternatives remaining the same), we should still choose

* : ft. The CAdorcet criterion says that if some alternative
performs bettdr than any other Alternative, measured by a
weighted sum across objectives, than it should be our \ \
'choice, iriolt4ons of th Pareto and Monotonicity criteria
seem to be particUlarly se sous in this context,

"In the above example t e diagram 'of pairwise contests
is
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where the omitted arrow represents a tie between alterna
tives d and c. Plurality.votiac considers only the best
alternative With respect to each objective,land chooses
alternative a, which performs best with respect to the most
important obj-e-b-tVe. Hare elimination eliminates first c
and then b, and then chooses d over a. Coombs eliminatibn
-- ruling ot)t alternatives which perform Very badly with-
respect to enough criteria -- eliminates c and thenchooses,
a.

The Borda counts of the alternatives are a:16, b414,
ck6 and d:12,.so that alternative a is the Borda winner.
Since there is no Condorcet winner, a also wins by Black's
rule. Nanson elimination rules out alternative c and then
b, and en as b choosing d giver a. Finally, Copeland's rule
produces a between alternatives a and b.

These ults canJbe summarized as follows; -,

Decision Method Winnerls)
Plurality a
Plurality with runoff
Hare d
Coombs a
Borda count a
Black .a r
Hinson d
Copeland ab °

once amain, the choice 'of deciiion rule is important for
the outcome. The decision rules which I have argued have
preferred,properties -- Coombs, Borda unt, Black and
Copeland seem toagree on alternative a the optimal
dutcome,'whereas other decision rule' often select d. bf
course, the propei procedure for this kind ordecision
problemis to select a decision rule in advance, because Of
its desirable properties,-and then abide by the outcome it

- produces.

PROBDEMS

1) Prow's, that plurality voting satisfies th1 Pareto cri
'terion.

I

-2) ,Prove that plurality Vbting satisfies the Monotonicity
criterion.

'
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3) If thereare only three alternatives, is the Hare..

elimination procedure equivalent to plurality voting

with a runoff?
. -

4) Verify that the Borda count satilfies the Pareto,
Condorcet loser, and Monotonicity criteria.

.

5) Verify that the Majority criterion is weaker than the
Condorcet winner criterion, i.e. that .any voting rule

which satisfies the Condorcet criterion, must also
satisfy the Majority criterion.

6) Verify that the Black rule satisfies the Pareto,
Condorcet loser and winner, and Monotonicity criteria.

7) Verify thathe Copeland rule satisfies all of the
criteria considered.

8) Complete the verification of the entries in Table 2.1.
b

9) In the example of Section 2.7, calculate the outcomes
with respect to all voting rules considered, if the
PAC, should operate as the weighted voting game [4; 3,

2, 1, 11. Make a table like the ,one on page 39.

Whifh voting rules translate B's increased power into

selection of alternatives more favorable to B? Are

there any voting *Iles which translate B's-increased
power into an outcome less favorable to B?

10) In the example of Section 2.8, do a 'sensitivity anal-_
ysis' by considering the weighted voting games [3; 1,

,1, 1, 1.1, [4; 2, 2, 1, 1) and [5; 4, 2, 2, 1] and the
resulting effect on,the outcomes for the various

voting rules. As the weight of the first objective is
'increased, do the various voting ruies-delect:lalternp-

tives which ehtisf'sfthat..objective better) -,
,

tt : , ...
,, ,e' 5

11) We have seen thae;,some
.-
votinT,rules can be A'rategi-

cally Manipulated, and 1,4ql.q..medLtilat,this is true of'?,

all the ones _we hgte con4dere'd.- /Ofniqp.40.0tpgic 0

manipulation of Copeland's rule iii0EltOp101.4
c

a) Show that if one ,of the four,cliatere wy010Aper7, ;,

'ence order c 0,b e a insincerely listed 111:0-eqr°,4*.: '.:- ''g,,1

A preferences as c b d e a, topelandlikrule;vould .° ''', '4

give a tie between a andlo, which our voter would ,9.0,

prefer.'to a win for, a.
.

t.0

b) Show that if one of ttiose'Voters insincerely ,--

listed e c d b a, then Copeland's rule would give'
,..,:,

. ,

a win fqr e; which, our voter would prefer to a win., '', 0.

for a. , %
,

.1.

12) Kennet Arrow's most famotis condition (see page 21) '' '

-Imightbe phrased in our coritex'i as follows:
.

,..

a
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Independence-of-Irrelevant-Alternatives Criterion:

If a voting rule chboses x as a winner, and'

some alternative y is then removed from the
set of alternatives, the voting rule should
still choose x as a winner.

--)Show that of the voting rules we have considered
satisfies thi criterion. Arrow's non-existence re-
sult is a conse ence of the stringency of this
terion. (Hint: you will need nine counter-examples.
Examples given in this chapter will do for all nine.
This should not prevent you from making up pdssibly
simplen counter-examples of your own!)

13) Peter Fishburn Ill] has extended the Condorcet winner
idea into a voting rule, as follows. Suppose we are in
a voting situation where no pairwise ties between
alternatives arepossible '(the Fishburn rule handles
pairwise ties in'a rather complicated way). Deblare x
to be a winner if for any other alternative y, eittier

x beats y directly in a pairwise contest kr x beats
another alternative z which,in turn beats y. Mende .

Fishburn's rule, like Copeland's, depends only on the
diagram of pairwise wins.

a) It is clear that Fishburn's rule satisfies the
Condorcet winner criterion. Show that it also
satisfies the Pareto, Monotonicity, and Smith
criteria (hence all the criteria we have consid-

(. ered). '4

b) What is the,sel''of Fishburn winners for Example 1?

c) Show that in Example 11, all alternatives are
Fishburn winners.

d) Show that what you found in b) and c) is true in
general: every Copeland winner is always a'
Fishburn,winner. In particular, ads slows that
the set of Fishburn winners is always nohtempty, a
fact which is not at all obvious from the defini-

tion! It also shows that the Fishburn rule is

less decisive than the Copeland rule, which was '

/ already fairly indecisive: (Hint: if if 3s not a

Fishburn winner, then there is anottiVralternative
y such that and it is never true that x--4
z--417. Show that y hasta higher Copeland score
than x.)

The result in d) is known as Landau's Theorem. FOr_ a

history of this theorem and other results about this
voting rule, see Stephen Maurer, "The King Chickeh
Theonems," Mathemabics Magazine 53 (1480) 67-80".
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC NOTES

-Modern social choic%,theory is the interweaving of two

\s
strands. The first stems bm the work of Kenneth Arrow'
[1], and its typical result an 'impossibility theorem':
it is impossible for a voting method for more than two al-
ternatives to satisfy all of m reasonable criteria.

rrow's original work concerned the impossibility of a

ocial decision_ function, which will use individual prefer-

ce orderings over n alternatives to produce a complete
soul preference ordering over the n alternatives in a
reasonable way. By contrast, we have been concerned with
what is.usually knowna& a social choice function, which

uses individual preference orderings only to choose a
socially 'best' alternative. References -are [9];6[16],
[19], [22] and [23]. A related result due to Gibbard and
Satterthwaite ([13] and [21]) is that all 'reasonable'
social choice funct.ions are strategically manipulable.

The other strand of social choice theory is the part
we have emphasiz'ed here°-- the study of the properties, of
specific voting systems. This strand stems from the work
of Duncan Black [2] BlacI1 also gives in [2] an excellent
survey of the early histor of this kind of thinking, em-
phasizing the contribution& of Borda (1781), Conddrcet
(17-85), and C.. L. DodgdOn (Lewis Carroll) , and reproducing
fully Dodgson's 1874 phamphlet, 'A method of taking votes
on more than two issues'. Resent work of this kind can be
found in [8], [10] , [11], J17], (18] , [20] and [24]. The
'Condorcet loser criterion' of our Section -2.2 was appar-

ently-first formally introducedby Peter Fishburn.
Dorfman and Jacoby's Bow River Valley example has been

analyzed from a political point of. view by several other .

authors. See, for example; Haefele in [14].
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3 'Recent Ariproftches to
4* V otingUsing inter1L§itieS' 4

4, of Preferences

.4

. ,,
., .

.. . -.I
.1 Cardinal Utility,

e voting rules 'consiciered in Chapter Twci relyonly
on the order in which votere,tAnkiernativep. They do
not take into consideration that a voter may not just pre-
fer a 'to btb c, but feel that there is rpore of a differ=
.rice 40tweepp and c than between .a and b. ft may he de- .-

triable to take such, relative intensity of preferences into
consideration. ConSider the following' example:

l'Voter' Voter 1.Voter
h- c-, .

1?
;

c--%
.

a- 4 ba,
. - - ,-

, -'
The-positOms of the alternatives on the vertical lines-

o. intensity of *prWerences. Thus, the first voter
, prefers alternatiye a to Alternative b only slightly, but

much more strongly. prefers both,of,them to c. If only
%pteference orderings were taken into account, the symmetry
of the .sitdation 'Would Make it iideterminate a, b and c
would.tie'bl; any non=discriminatqry voting method. Omen
relative intensities, it seems clear that., b'is thelhest
social choice. -. '

t
The relative intensities illustrtecin the example '.

are known as cardinal utilities, as distinct from ,OraWAI
utilities which only tell the order in whiCh Alternatives

.'are ranked. There is debate about whitc.ant .

dinar utilities bean, and hence 'how they should be obtain-

1.: 5,5
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ed. One sckool of thought, developed by von Neumann and
Morgenstern in 01 as a foundation for the mathematical
theory of games, uses lotteries. If for our first vgper we
place alternative b 4/5 of.the way towards alternative a,
t is because the voter would be indifferent between the
choice of b for certain, or a lottery which would yield al-
ternative a 4/5 'of the time and c 1/5 of the time. Another
approach holds that voters may .be able to answer consis-
tently direct questions about relative intensities, and we
put b where we do because the first voter can say meaning-
fully: "My preference for b over c is four times as strong
as my preference for a over b". (See the discussion in 0

17101 Yet anotIller approach has the voter think of t
vertical scale as a "feeling thermometer" on yhich o mark
how "warm" or "cold" he feels toward each alternative (see
(91, for instance). His feelings are then usually,"nor-
malized" by expanding his scale to put his most preferred
alternative at the top and his least preferred alternative
at the bottom of the scale. Finally, a voter may be asked
to take 100 points and distribute them among the alterna-
tives in a way which expresses his preferences (121. Our
first voter might have given 0 points to c, 44 points to b
and 56 ,paints to a.

Of these approaches, the von Neumann- Morgenstern
interpretation is probably the most operationally meaning-
ful, but actually measuring utility by this method 're-

quires that voters be able to think consistently about
rather complicated kinds of lotteries. In any case, it is
far from clear that any tyo of the above approaches would
yield the same result. Because of these difficulties, we
will consider in this chapter only two simpler methods 'for
using intensities of prefnces in voting. Both of these
methods have been sUggested quite recently, and their
properties are the subject of current research. / believe
they,have great promise, but they should be considered as
still in the "experimental" stage.

In the first method, a voter is not asked about his
preference ordering at all, but,simply which alternatives
he "approves of." We will see that this scheme of approval
voting gives voters at least a limited chance to say some
thing about their relative intensities of ir'eferences, and

considerably reduces possibilities of stategic insincerity.
'In the second method, voters are asked to place dollar bids
on the alternatives. Very recently, a clever enforcement
scheme has been developed which encourages voters to place
their bids-sincerely. Because the scheme yields honest

eItion
of preferences, it is called a preference re-

i rve or incentive compatible process. Problems with the

.44104"
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implementation of this newer scheme are4discutsed in the
concluding section:

' '3' .2 Approval Voting

Under approval voting, each voter can. 4ive, one, vote
each to, as many of the n alternatives under consideration
as he or shb wishes. The alternative which receil.fes the
largest number of these "approval votes" wins. For in-
stance, consider the.Dorfman-Jdcoby water pollution con-

. , .trol example in Section 2.7s

B P "d
a W Approval

(2 Votes). (2 Votes) (1 vote) (1. Vote), Votes

.9% :::.,23

8 Li - 1 3

13 11-14
8-9-11______ '9 ° 8 #11: 4

13' 0
g'

14 #13: 2
14

#14:- 3
, . . _

.We will see using Dorfman and ..7aQoby's cost-benefit fillies
that a reasonable result of apprOval'voting might be th t
each voter votes foe the alternatives above the diAding
fitle'thown. Alternative #11 "mild thus, be chosent

Approval voting is very easy to use, and has the ad-
vantage ofusyally cHoosing an alternative which is'accept-

. able.to many voters,. It has oecentiy, been the Enibjeft of
considerable investigation by, political scientists see the
bibliographic notes), who are pacticurtily interested in
its potential use inPresidential primaries.

Exactly how might approval VOt4i1g use intensities .of
pieferencA?- To 'tee tha,t, consider the question of how
voter Should . Cast hiS -a pprcoral 'votes: Suppose that *th
voter has cardinal utilities (deffrned Sectiqp a3.1 , how-
everdeterMine8, for the. alternatives, and his gba is to
-oast his approval votes in'a way ,which will maxim-he his .
,0Xpeebted utility. At least, if our voter has, no 'knowledge,
Of';'What the outcome of voting is ilikely to be, Weber C18)
abd Merrill J1I1 have shown that the strategy which will
maximize this expected btiaity .is totvote,for All alterna-
tives with utility AbOve his avekagoutiDity level'for the
alternatives. For the Dorfman-Jacoby example, cardinal°
utilitj.es 4represerited by 'cost-benefit figures) are as
follows:

.

111

. ,
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4 t

C

I
.1

8- :Tv.. 13 1

11
. 11-14

ve. 9-13 ave.

' 8

1

.- ave.
6t

13

14- 8-09-11 14L °

O °

The average utility.of the five alternatives is shown on
each 'of the preference scales. If voters follow Weber and
Merrill's strategy, they will vote as we postulateeabcive.
Because the Weber-Merrill-strategy derives from averaging
cardinal utilities, approval voting by this strategy sperm
cifically relies on preference intensities.

Approval voting is subject to strategic manipulation.
For nstance, voter P could cast her two voted for #13 as
well as #14, and thereby secure a tie'between #13 and #11,,
which she would prefer to a victpry for #11. (Admittedly,
the motivation t6 do this is quite weak in this example).

arams and Fishburn. (3) have shown that, in a precise sense,
approllai voting,is less subject to strategic manipulation..

,'than, for instance, plurality voting. When strategic ma-4
nipulation is possible, it usu4ly appears in a fairly mild
foiM -- a voter will react to strategic consideratiOns by

setting his cutoff point higher or lower on his preference
. scale than he would-otherwise. There is not the strong
° temptation to pass over your first choice and vote for your

second, 'as there often is under plur'ility voting, or to

rank your second choice last, as in the Borda count.

3.3 Voting by Bide
6

Although a voter whose preference order among three
alternatives'is abc may be able to say that he prefers al-
ternative a to' lternative b twice as much as he prefers b" 0.
to be will not be able_to say convincingly that hp_pre-.

ferS alternative-a to alternatiVe la more than another voter
' prefers b to . The prbblem of interpersonalcpmparison of

A. , utilitie appears to be intractable. . A tradiiional

I

.1

I
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proach to this problem has peen to assume that there is
some commodity, usually money, which has the same value to

t all voters, and then measure otter utilities by this stan-
dard. Thus the voters can communicate intensities of pre-

, ferences by bidding money for alternatives. Thesassump- ,.

tton that money has the same worth to all voters iwalmost
.,, .

A certainlir'filse, especially, for instance, if voters have
widely different incomes. Hence,. eventually we will have

to face the problem of weighting votersimonetary bids
according to some economic or ethical criterion, and we are

..

unlikely to find any dbmpletely satisfactory criterion.
/

/ However, suppose temporarily that money can be used as
. kstandard (i.e.,, assume thdt our voters are economtcally .

and.psychologically homogeneous). How should we then design
a scheme of voting by bids? The most Obvious answeris to ,i,

C., have each voter bid for each alternative, and choose the

alternative with'thb highest total bid. It is convenient
to allow negative bids, and to ask each voter to.airange

"his bids to add to zero. Thus a voter who prefers altei-.

native c slightly to b, and strongly prefers both of them 6

to alternative a, might arrange his bids with a: -$40,
b: $15' and c: $25. , ', -

_
.

At this point .the problem of honesty, wileMITL' ly a
.

C
na-gging difficulty for the ordinal voting methods of

. Chapter 2 or for approval voting, becomes critical. NI
out some kind of enforcement procedure our voter might very

well arrange his bids with a: -$40,000, b: $15,000 and m..: -

$25,000.-4The"simplest enforcement mechanism is simply to
'collect the bids made for the winning alternative..

'"Collecting" a negative bid, of course, means paying'the
voter that amount.. Since the winning,alternative will'lave

' a positive total bid, we will always collect more than ye
will pay out. .

Let pi" consider an example (bids in dollars): .

._s_
Voter 1 -40 15 25 4

linter 2 20 0 -20

Voter 3 -10 25 45
Voter 4. '-20. -15 135

Voter 5 =25. 211
°

.Q
-20 f -10. +30

6

In submitting these, bids, Voter 1 is saying that he in in-
different among three possibilities: having alternative a
win and being paid $40, having b. win and paying $15, Nand
having c win and paying -$25. It is thus worth $65 to biro'

to have c chosen instead of a, but only $10 to have c cho-
. sen instead of b. In this example alternative'c would, be

declared. the winner. $25 would be collected from Voter,?
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$35 from Voter 4, tnd $5 from Voter 5. 4420 of the money
collected Would go to.compensate Voter 2, and $15 to com-
pensate Voter 3. Tke voters who favor alternative c'thus.
pay for it, and voters who dislike, it are reimbursed. The
$30 collected but not disbursed represents,the cost of
decision making.

Taking cardinal utilities into account, it does seem
clear that alternative c should be selected. Notice, how"
ever, that under plurality-voting, alternatives a and c
would tie, and then a would beat c in a run-off. Borda
count, Black's method and CoPeland's method all produce a,

three-way tie among the alternatives.

Unfortunately, we have not yet checked that this
enforcement scheme of collecting bids for the winning
alternative will induce voters to make honest bids. It

- -- does 'not. It does eliminate thaproblem-Iltreltreme oVer-
bidding,-but in doing so it introduces a problem of under-
bidding lOng faMiliar to economists. Suppose'the above
tab-le...represents sincere, bids, and consider hos, voters
might he tempted to bid insincerely. Voters 1 and 4 obtain
their first choice of alternative c, but they must pay a

, pretty good amount to get it. If it is clear to them that
,c,will win by a healthy margin, they can save money by bid-
ding less for c." Voter 1, for instance, cAuld save Money .

by bidding only. a: -15, b: 5 and c: 10. -"Alt4rnative c

would still win; and now he would pay only $10. Similarly,
'Vote 4 could save money while still obtaining.alternative c
by bidding ak -10, 40-5 and c:.15. Now consider what
happens if both Voteis 1 and 4 adopt this approach:

_Q-
OLVoter 1 -15 5 10 (insincere)

'Voter 2' '20 0

Voter 3 -10 25 -15
Voter 4 5 15 (insincere)
Voter 5, _aa

+15 -10 - 5

Voters 1 and 4 in their individual attempts to better them-
selves have lost alternative c (and,the money they gained
is less than it was worth to them to have c instead of a).
Socially, a non-optimal Choice has been made because of
this insincerity.

Notice that the same effect could have been brought
about by Voters 2, 3 and 5 reasoning that: "Since c is
clearly going to win, why don't I iput a large negative bid
on c and collect a bundle?" In fact, if we collect the
bids made for the winnibg Alternative, every voter will be

.

tempted to underbid for the alternative he believes will
win. If even some of.them yield to temptation, we are
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likely to end up selecting an inferior alternative. In the
economic theory of public goods, this problem has long been
°known as the free rider problem. If the selection of al-
ternative c is a public good which can be obtained if it is
paid for, every voter will be tempted to "free ride" and
let the other voters pay for it.

Given that this most obvious enforcement scheme does
not induce sincerity of bids, is there any scheme which.
dOes? It is interesting thavuntil recently it was almost
Universally believed that no such scheme was possible.
However, there is such a scheme, and we will discdss it in
Section 3.5. Fitt, however, we will consider in the next
section some historical background which is interesting in
its own right, and whichIwill aid in understanding the
reasoning in Section 3.5. 1

3.4 Vickrey's Scheme for Sealed Bidding

In a formidably titled paper in 1961, William Vickrey
[IC considered the familiar system of awarding lease; 9r
contracts on the basis of-sealed bids. Suppose, for eicim-
ple, that'a government wishes to sell a lease for off-shore
oil drilling. It solicits sealed bids from interested com-
panies and awards the lease to the highest bidder, which
must pay, of course, the amount it bid, Suppose there are
three interested companies, and their true values for the
lease are:

t

CompanV True Value
1 $25,000

, 2 $24,000

$23,500,,

The true value of the lease to a company can best'be under-
stood as the price such that the company is indifferent
b tween gettilig the lease at tht price, and not getting it
a all. True values are, of course, determined by many
f tors including expected cost of development, desired

to of profit, and alternatives available to the company.
Given these true values, how much will the companies

bid? We can definitely be sure that each company will bid
an amount strictly Jess than its true value: a bid of the
true value would make it indifferent as to whether it got
the lease or not. How much less is a complicated question.

What each company bids -will be determined in large part by
how much it expects other -companies will bid. One tries to
bid just enough to beat the opposition,_ knowing that they
are trying to do the same. Company 1, for instance, might
believe that it could get away with $23,000, underestima-,

tinq the other companies' desires and caution.. Actual bids
might look like: )),
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Company

2

3

Bid

$23,000

123,100
$23,200

In this case, Iccaltsny 3 wins the lease. But notice tha
this outcome is'inefficient: the /ease goes to the company

ch values It least, and the governmeq,t gets a comPara-,

tively low price. If the lease had gone to

$24.1000poth the government and the economy
befter off,

the problems with this standard sealed
appear very.much like the problems'we noted

Company 1 at
would have been'

bidding scheme
in voting by

r bids wben bids for the winning alter ive are collected.
All _agent'underbid, all agent's ar involved in complicated
stEategic guesses -gas to how much hey can underbid, and
socially inefficient outcomes may resuLt ,

Vickrey's contribution was an excellent, simple., pug-
'

gestion as to how these problems can be remedied for-the
' sealed pidding case. In this suggestion is the seed of the
.remedy for the analogops problems with voting by bid.

Vickrey suggested that the lease still be awarded to the
highest bidder, but that it pay only the amount bid by the

' second highest bidder! To see that this'scheme does more
tOan just.pave the government lose money, we must look at
its motivational consequences. r '°

.What Vickrey noticed was that, .under this sch-eie, each

eCompany will be motivated to bid exactly its true verse,
and thatothis will be true iegardlesi of-whatit expects

;other;companies to bid. Let us consider, for instance,
Company 1,in our example. Tirst, woulciCompany 1 ever wish
to.bid more than $25,000? The answer is no. The only ad-
vantage in doing.thisewould be if Compoily f could win'ttm

, lease by ,bidding more, whereas it would not win t with the

$25,,000 bid. But this would only .be true if another com-
4\\ pany bid over $25,000. Hence if Company 1 ,could win the

lease becauseAf an ollerbid,'in paying the price of the
second highest bidder it would pay more than $25,000. 4It
would tather not have won it.

r,. Gicondly, would Company 1 ever wish to bid less than
$25,000? Agin the answer Is no. Since the price it will
pay if it wins the lease is,iridependent, oritsbid (it de-
pends only on the' amour o£ the second highest bi,d) ,

.Company 1 cannot save money by underbidding. It may, howl
'ever, lose the lease, by underbidding, when it could have
won it 'at'a price under $25,000 by, bidding honestly. Thus,

either' overbidding or underbidding cannot help the compiPy,
and may well hurt it The imperative to honesty is clear,
and independent of guesses about other.companies',behavior.
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With'each company bidding its true value, the lease will go
to Company 1 at a price of $24,60.0, an efficient outcome. .

At one'stroke, Vickrey's scheme solves all three prob-.
lems we have noted. Companies-are motivated to reveal
their true preferences, no company" has to worry about stra-

6

tegic considerations, and the award which is made is econ-
omically efficient. We should also note, as Vickrey di-4,
that this scheme is equivalent to awarding the lease by an
open English auction. In such an'auction, Company 1 would
win the lease'when Company 2 drops out of the bidding,
which would happen at Company-2's true value of $24,000.

There are two potential problems with implementing
this scheme. The first is that the schemd is only usable
in situations where it can be safely assumed that each com-
pany's goal is only to benefit itself, not to_hur_t_other_
companieg.

--
If Company 2 wished to hurt Company 1 in the

example,, it might bid an insincere $24,900'with.an aim not
to win the lease, butto drive up the pricewhich Company 1
must ppy. In other words, the companies involved must not
be too competitive-minded. The second problem is that the"
_scheMe is vulnerable to "bid riggingq..by coalitioris of coin"
Ranies, but it is no more so than the standard system.
Under both systems, there must be provisions to avoid col-
lusion.

It is disappointing tfiat,Vickrey's idea was never ,x-
perimenk.edwithin many realms in which it might be useful.
The only exception I know pf is the mail-order auction
busi ess, where customers are often asked to mail in their
bid on merchandise, with the auctioned'iCem gofhg to the
hig est bidder at a price of $1 More than the secondhigh-
es bid [1]. The theoretical promise of Vickrey's idea fox
the free rider problem in economics and the voting-by-bid
problem was likewise to be unfulfilled for a decade.

3 5 A Preference Revealing Process: The Clarke Tax

The correct motivational idea to'induce honest fevera-
tion of demand for public goods, in other words the theo-
retical solution to the free rider problem in economics,
was developed in, preliMinary 'form by E.H. Clarke [4] and

O. more completely by Grbvep and Ledyard [8). The application
of this idea to voting by bid, which we will consider, was
first made by Tideman and Tilllock [15].

As before, each voter will be asked'to submit monetary
bids for the alternatives, and again we can ask, if we
Wish, that a voter',p bids foryall alternatives sum tozero.
However, we will not collect from e4ch voter the amount he
bid for the winning alternative, but instead that amount of
his bid which made a difference to the outcome. Consider
our example in Section 3.3:

6
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Result without?

Voter 1

Voter .2

Voter 3

Voter 4

Voter 5

Voter i Clarke Tax

,

i.4,
;c

-40

20.

-10

la

15

0

25

-15

-35

25

-20

-15

35

2:5.

+30*

20! -25 5

-40 -10 50*

-10 -35 45*

0 , 5t - 5
-50 25* '25*

'15 (=20-6
0

'0

14 (=.5-(-5))

...11

21 .-26 -10

(*=winner)

where alternative c won. Consider (biter 1: ho4 did his -

bias affect the outcome? Withdutw.Voter 1 the outcome would

have been a: 20, b: -25 and c: 5. Alternativea would
have beaten alternative c by $15. We charge VRter 1 a tax,, 4

called a Clarke Tax, of $15. Similarly for the other vo-

te4,s. Without_Moter 2_the outcome would have. been a: -40,-

b: -10 and c: _50, and c still would have won. Hence

Voter 2 did not affect the outcome atall, and is'oharged
no Clarke tax.

The general scheme is thisr SuPpose that mitiOgbeE i
.an alternative x is selected, but without Voter ip4'ther.
alternative'y)would have-won, beating x by $m.
Clarke tax is $m. Without Voter 5, for instance, aiterna- .

tive b would have tied c, but since b woul not have beaten
c, Voter 5's Clarke tax is still 0.

,

NotiCe that under this scheme, the voters who favor
.4..

the winning alternative still pay, but they now. pay the
; -.

amount by which they infIbeAcedithe aeci4on. One ethical
-

11
rationale for this payment might be that each votenig pay- , . °.

ing'exactly the amount by which his participation reduCed 1 . .

the total Utility of other voters. Losers are not compen-1. ,
.,

4.

ep
sated. The, $25 collected in Clarke taxes 41epresentS,ihe

c46 w'cost of decision making.
f

/

The justifying virtue of this system is that it moti-

vates sincere revelation of preferences, by the same rea-
.

slaniA0 that shows Vickrey's scheMe does for sealed bids.
consider Voter 1, for instance, asking if-it-might be wise
to overstate the true amount by which he favors,. say, al-
ternative c over a (this true amount is $65). This would

only be useful if c would not beat a when Voter 1 stated

Athis
true difference of $65, but would beat a

.

if he exagger-
ated his difference.% But if this were the case, the amount
which his vote would contribute to the selection of c over
LCa. would exceed $65, and hence his Clarke tax would exceed

$65. If he obtained his preference by overbidding, his
larke tax would be more than obtaining-bhat*preference is

worth to him.

Would Vdter 1 wish to underState his preference for c

' over°a?. The only motivation for doing this would be to try

' to Save money. But if c continues to win, Voter-l's Claike
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tax is determined independently of the amount he bids
(recall that it depends only on the total amounts that the
other voters bid),. Hence, he could only save money if his
underbidding caused alternative a to beat c, and in that
case his savings would be less than the amount of his pref-
erence for c over a. Likewise, all voters are motivated to
state honestly their preference differences between any two
alternatives. Again, notice that this is true-independent-
ly of what they export other voters to do.

Our problems are solved. We obtain honest revelation
of preferences, no voter has to worry about what other
voters will do,'and a socially optimal decision using in-
tensities of preferences is made.

As in Section 3.4, for, this system to work we must as-
slime, for instance, that voters do not wish to hurt other
voters, and that rooters do-not-form -coaritiafer--We -riitigt
also ask.if the system is at all applicable to cases in
which voters are not economically and psychologically homo-
geneous, .in other words to cases where it is unreasonable
to assume that dollars measure preference intensities in
some equitable way. We will consider these problems in the
next Section.

3.6 Problems with Implementing the Preference
Revealing ProcesQ

We will consider problems of four types.
Problem 1.

The Clarke tax ig a tax: it may mean collectinney
from voters for their participation in the decision making
Process. It may not be suitable-to d6-this in a given de-
cision-making situation, and there, may even be legal barri-
ers to doing it. On the other flan' there may be situa-

tforlsinwhicpitispossible.On-irequirement which must
certainly be met is that the deciOon which is made must be
implemented. We would not ,use is process in a Policy
Advisory Committee, for membe would justifiably object to
paying for a decision which fight be overruled.

One ameliorating fact is that usually not very much
money will be collected in Clarke taxes, especially if
there are a number of voters involved in the process.
Recall that if a voter's bids do not change the outcome,
that voter pays no'Clarke tax. With a fairly large number
of voters, chances are good that na individual voter's bids
will change the outcome, so that no Clarke tax At all will
be,collected. In such a case, the threat, if you will, of
a &ark tax still operates to ensure honest bidding.

It might be thought that any money collected in Clarke
taxes could be refunded to the voters, say to those who
placed negative bids on the winning alternative. /bnfortU-

.
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netely, this cannot be dOne wthout destroying the prefet-

ence revealing incentive of the scheme: if it were done,

voters would have incentive to)place insincere negative
bids ron the alternative theyobelieved would win. In fact,

the money collected in Clarketaxed should not be used for
any purpose which the voters would consider beneficial to
them. Consider this example:

Clarke Tax
VOter 1

Voter 2

Voter 3

voter 4

ft Voter 5

-40 15 25

40 0 -40 (insincere)

,-10 25 -15

;46 -=15 -35

_la :=15.

0 -10 +10* -

, '55

0

0

45

i
za

120

inAncerely as abbve, alternative c would
still win, but now $120 would be collected in Clarke taxes
instead of the $25 in the earlier example. If that money,

was used in any way_which would benefit Voter 2, she would
have incentive to raise Clarke taxes by bidding insincerely
in this way. It is perhaps extreme to say that Clarke tax

A money must be"wasted," but it should be used to benefit
segments of society which do not include our voters.

If cpllecting money from voters is objectionable,
there,is one thing we can do. We could give a payment of '

$10, to say, to all voters before and independent DI the
decision making process. The process itself would then not
be affected, and after Clarke taxes were colleCted most of
the voters in our example would clome out ahead., We could

.not know, of course, exactly what payment we should make to
obtain a "balanced budget," since the paymentmust,not de-
pendnn the amount to be collected.
Problem 2

Individual voters canpotbenefit bydnsincere bidding
under4he'preference revealing process, but it happens that
'coalitTOpe of voters can. Consider.Voters 2 and 5 in the
above example, who prefer alternative a to the winning'al-
ternative c. Individually, they cannot profitably obtain
alternative a. However, suppose they agree to both' bid

insincerely ltrge amounts for alternative a:

Result without Clarke
Voter a _h_ _g_ Voter i Tax

1 -40 15 25 2020*

2 1020 0 -1020 (insincere) 960*

3 -10 25 -15 1990*
4 -20 15 35 2000*
6 1030 -'35 -995 (insincere) 950*

1980* -10 -1 910

(*=winner)

'66"

-25 -1995 0 f

-10 -950., 0

-35 -1955 0

5 -2005 0

25 -975 a
0



Alternative a then wins, and our renegade Voters 2 and 5
pay no Clarke tax at all. What has happened, of course, is
that by both bidding large amounts, Voters 2 and 5 have as-
sured that alternative a will win by a larger margin than
either of their individual'bids. Since neither of their
individual 14.ds affect the outcome, no tax is paid.

While sb6h coalitional overbidding might work,it could
be very dangerous if several coalitions tried it at once.
For Instance, suppose Voters 1 and 4 tried the same tech-
nique to assure a win for,c over a) but were a little more /
cautious:

Voter b g_
Result without Clarke

Voter i Tax
1 -940 15 925 (insincere) 1120* -25 -1095 0
2 1 020 0 -1020 ( insincere) -840 ''-1 850* 1690
3 -10 25 -15 / 190* 3 -155 0
4 -920 -15 935 (inqncere) 1100* 5' -1105 0 IP'

5 1030 -35_ -995 (insincere) -850 25 8251' 1675
180* -10 -170 3365-

(*=winner)

Voters 2 and 5 have been caught and punished severely fbr
aeir insincerity.

A sibple modification which should be effective
against coalitional manipulation would be to put a reason-
able ceiling on allowed bids. The ceiling could be high
enough not to interfere with'sincere bidding, but its
presence would discourage extreme manipulative attempts.
Ib would require larger coalitions to manipulate the.out-
comeandrincrease the danger in *such attempts.

0Droblem 3 -

Suppose that our voters are of different economic
circumstances. .This is probably the case in most decision
making situations, especially in envirbnmental decision
making, where the parties involved may be citizen organiza-
tions, municipalities and industries as well as individu-
als. In this case, ope can adapt the Clarke tax idea'to
weight different wotprs' Bids differently. Suppose, for
instance, that example we wished to weight Voter 2's
Vote thiee times as heavily as the others':

Result without
Voter., 1_ Voter i .. Clarke Tax_A_

1 -40 15 25 60* -25 -35 0
2 3x(20 0 -20) -40 -10 50* 30=.33(50-(-40))

1

3 ,A0 25 -15 30* -35 5 0-
4 -20 -15 35 40* 5 -45 0
5 -a -10 25* -15 1,5_=(23-(-1e0)

Wei hted
_5_

v,

um: 42 0* -10 -10 65

0

.

(*=winner)
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We compute the weighted sum to see that altwlative a.wins.

Withott Voter 2, alternative c would tiave beaten alterna-

tive a by $90. This would correspond to $30 of Voter V.'s

bid, weighted thrice. Hence Voter 2's Clarke tax is $30.

This method of'handling weighting preserves the
motivational incentives of the process,'

In any ear,ticular situation, how we should weight bids

will be a delicate and controversial matter. The point

is, however, that we can weight votes just as well in this
preference revealing press as we can in any other pro-

cess.. -

Problem 4. \'

The preference revealing process should only be used

in situations where.we otherwise would not know voters'

preferences quantitatively. For instance, in the Dorfman -

Jacoby example we have used, it is assumed that we actually

have'cost-benefit figures available for all participants.

In,such a case we do not need a'preference revealing pro-
cess, and the question of decision making using intensities

of preferences boils., down to the "weighting" problem.

However, even in'the Dorfman-Ja4)by context there are two

factors which might make the preference revealing process

useful. The first is that Dorfman and Jacoby luantify
4benefits of pollution control, in a fairly standard but

,unconvincing w,ay, as user-days gained at recreational

facilities. If we distrust such'indirect quantification,

we may wish to have people'ieveal peroeIved benefits--
directly using p preference revealing process. Secondly,

Dorfman 'and Jacoby, also assume that the. cost of pollution

control, for instance at the Cannery, is known., In- .

Wisconsin, anyway, iet has proved very difficult to obtain
reliable pollution control cost figures from industry.
Here, again, direct preference revelation may hold the key.

3.7 COnclisiong

The, question of how to take intensities of preferenceso
into account in collective dedision making has traditional-

ly proved to be very difficult.' One problem has been the'
difficulty of mbosu'ring intensity of preference 'in a mean-

.
" ingfUl way - the problem of defining and Measuring cardinal

1 utility. A second fundamental problem is tte problem of

inter-personal .comparison of utility.

The two techniques we have discussed in this Chapter
are recent suggestions for dealin4 with this question.
ApproVal voting gives voters a chance to communicate at

least limited information about the'relative intensioeir4s.sf

their preferences for different Alternatives, according to

where they draw the line between "approving" and "not:Ap-

proving". One great advantage Of approval voting is its

6860 .
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simptrati: - it is easy to implement, and easily under 'stood
by voters.: I, believe it is the appropriate voting formfor
a large4number of decision making situatipfis.

Voting by bid allows voters to communicate exact in-
formation, ab6ut the relative intensities pf their prefer-
ences among alternatives, and els(' to give the absolute-

intensity of their preferences in terms,of the (assuited)
universal standard of money. The problem here is one off
enforcing honesty. We Wave seen.that,collecting the bids
for the winning alternative will not enforce honesty. The
recently disco4ered preference ieVeafing process of the
Clarke tax does enforce honesty and hence represents a
malor=oretical breaftthrbugh. Whether this theoretical
break ugh can be widely applied in teal decision making
situations remains to be seen. The objections discussed in
Section 6 do.hot seem itisurmountable. The major problem
may be-the-Wphistication required of voters: the method.
would seem.to be most applicable to decision' making-by

fairly small groups ohintelligent.and highly concerned
voters. In that context, I believe that the Clarke tax,

and the related Vickrey bidding scheme, are, exciting ideas
with .promise for the future.

PROBLEM

1) The results'of.approval voting will depend on how many
. alternatives each voter decides'to vote for, i.e. 'ap- .

prove, of.; In the Dorfman&Jacoby ,example as analyzed
..

tin. page 45, alternative #11 was the winner. Find which.
alternative is"tlie winner under the following kinds of
voter behaviors: .

a) Bvotes foiits top two choices, P and C vote for
.. . their top choice, W for its fop three choices.

b) B;.P and C vote top choice, W for
its top four-choic . -

.
13

f .

c)_ B( P" and W. vote for, only their t op choice, C Eor
its to three choices.- I
1,

'...d) B votes for its top four oh-aces, P and C only for
,

. their top choice,.W for,its top three choices. .
- 0

2) The results of'exercise 1. raise possibilities of stra-
tegic behavior. on the part of voters, where each voter

. may wish to consider what th0 ocher, voters will do. ,

Suppose that it is known that C and Nwill vote only
for their top choict, and voters belieilelhat B is

',planning to vote for 8, 9 and W is plannfhg to vote for
- 11; 9", 13, 8..

a) What will be the:outcome if voters follow these
strategies? . '

b) -Show that B would be tempted toorete for.dtly 8:4

11110
. .

, t .
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.-
c) Show that W would be tempted to vote for only 11,

9, 13.

If both. and W yield to temptation, what will the
outcome be?

1'
Mistime that in the event of a tie vote, the even-

tual winner will be selected at random from among
those alternatives with the highest vote total.

Use the cardinal utilities a4 given 'on page,50 to

,showNihat B and W would both be worse off if they '

both yield to temptation; %/Mae C and P would both
IA better off.

3) Verify that'Borda count and the lack and Cgpeland
methods would all woduce a three-way tie in the exam-

,

ple on page 51.
0

4) Suppo e that four voters' honest bids for threfalter-
ni es are

el

Voter, 1

Voter 2,,

Voter 3

Voter 4

_A_
35

0

.

-10

_g_
-25

°-20

25
o

-10

20

15

-15

Find which alternative wins and calculate the Clarke
'tax pa id by each voter.

**44
5) Supposl that Voter 1, who prefers a to b, decides to

ensure the selection of alternative a by submitting
dishonest bids 'of 135, -60, -75. Verify that this .

dishonesty does produce a win for a. Calculate the
. Clarke tax Voter 1 will pay, Is it worth this much to

Voter 1 to have,a instead of b?

In fact, both voters 1 and .4 prefer a to b. Show how
they might agree to bid dishonestly to obtain alter-0

native a without paying any Clarke tax, assuming that
iroters 2 and 3 Bid honestly.

BIBLIOGRAPHIC NOTES

The subject of cardinal utilities has a vast litera-
ture, to,whichF"one fairly recent guide is [7]. .

Appioval votingj.s-a subject ok =Kent interest to,
political scientists. tProperties of approval votibg are

,analyzed in [2], 3].: [111 and [18]. A proposal to use
approval_Vo4hg_in_PrOsidential primaries can be foundin.
[10]. gor a recent discussion of approyal voting compared

to various iipting.dystems'in Chapter Two, see Eaf9g1

"Decision Analysis for Multicandiaate Vbting.
SysteMs," UMAP Module #384.
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.

Irhe Voting by bird scheme of Section 3.3 has recently

been analyzed,mAhematically in [6].
Preference revealing (or sdemaild revealing' or 'incen-

tive compatible') processes are the subject of active cur-

pent rykrch. The special issue Of Public Choice [14] con-

tains irteen papers on the subject, some of them address-:
ing specifically questions.of .implementability. It'also

has a good historical intrOuction by Tideman and.a bibli-
ography. Downing and Tideman in (5] attempt to apply a
demand reveallng proCess specifically to pollution control

_Problems. A discussion oethe Clarke tax and some other
ihteresting propdsals'is in [13].
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ANSWERS TO SELECTED PARBLEMS

Chapter One
.

1)' a) 3211 2211 2131 2111
. 3121 1321 1221 1211
3112 1312. 113.2 1121

3) a). AB,AelF [2;1,1,1] (1/3,1/3,1/3,0)

b) AB,AC,AD,BCD [3;2,1,1,1] (1/2',1/6,1/6,1/6)

c) AB,AC,BCD [5;3,2,2,1] (5/12,3/12,3/12,1/12)

d) AB,ACD,BCD [0,2,2,1,1] (1/340,146,1/6)
The moral here is that seemingly small changes can sake

large changes in power. .

.4) No, by examining Table 1.1.

5) 31111 ,12all lull 11131
. .

11113

6) a) 10/16 b) 10/16 c) 9/16 d) 7/16

'8) a) E.g. for#16;4,4,1,1431:

44111 41411 41141 1114 144311

141.41 14114 114.41 .11414 11144
The 4's pivot 6/10 of the time, so each 4 has 3/1D or

. 30% of the power.

I9) T
7.

+ T
6
- T

-4
- T

-5
`

Power of 1l- bloc'-' 2716

28-* 21 - 0 - 0
272

= .1.80 (%

which is lower than 11/40 .275.

_ 4.. + T
Power of 14-bloc =

2T16

55 + 45 - 6 -
. ' . ;72

10)

.11
.368

whiCh is slightly higher than 14/40 = .350.

0..

X

Y

0
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11) AAABB AABAB ABABA ABAAB ABABA
ABBAA BAAAB BAABA BABAA .:BBAAA

,

The A's pivot Vio of the time, so each A has'8/30 of
the power. The B's pivot 2/16 of the time, so each 'B
has` 1 /10 of tine power.

12) 15.0
-

15) An A pivots i4 the middle B. precedes ,the middle A, and
a B pivots if the 'middle A precedes the-imiddleB. If
one of these conditilonehoids for a givenorderinge the
other condition hplds,for the feversedliidering (i.e.
the original ordering read backward§). Hence 'the or-
derings pair off,and there are exactly as many
orderings in which an A pivots as orderings in which a
B pivots.

,

16) There are (1) = 5,6 orderings. An A pivots if it is
preceded by one other A and 4 or 5 B's. This happens
in 16 ways. The power of an ,A is 2/21, and the power
of,a B is 3/21, for a ratio of 2:3.

17) There are 504'orderings. P pivots in 192, an $ in 162,
an H in 150. The power indices are P: .381 S: :107 "
H: .060

'Chapter Two

1) If eveg voter pre4e0 to y, y will-II-ever be in first
place, and will get rto plurality votes.

2) The only possibleeffect of a change of preference in
favor ofx would be to possibly increase x'S plurality
vote and lower taa of some other candidate (this would
happen if the change moved x into first place).

3) Yes. tt

4) For theCondorCet loser criterion, note that if y losgs
all-pairwise contests, then it is ranked below each
other alternative more thanat is ranked above it, so
that it must have below average Borda count, and cannot
have the highest Borda count.

.^6) Pareto: If all-voters ra6k khlgher than y, then x
r beats y in a pairwise contest, so if there isa

Condorcet winner, it cannot be y. If there is no
Condorcet winner, x. has a higher Borda count than y, so
7 can't be the Borda winner'dither.

MonOtonicity: \Moving x up in some preference orderings
.can't cause it to lose pairwiseicontests it won before,
so if it was a Condorcet winner, it still is. If there

.1
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wasn't a Condorcet winner and x was the Borda winner,

movinT x up can't make any other alternative a

Condorcet winner, and can only increase x's Borda count
while possibly lowering those of other alternatives.

7) Pareto: If x always ranks higher than y, then x beats
y in pairwise contest and whenever y beats z, x also
beats z. Thus x has a higher Copeland score than y.
Smith: Every alternative in A beats more alternatives
than every alternative in B, and loses to' fewer, so has
a higher Copeland score.

9) Sequential: 8
Plurality: 8
Runoff: 8

Bare: 8

Coombs: ,+8

Borda: 13

Black: 13

Nanson: 13

Copeland: 8

10)

or 9 or 11 or 13 or 9-13

IIIPP

4

3

2

5 1343-----<4.

The possible sequential outcome of 13 would be worse
for B than the tie between 11 and 13 when IS had only
two votes. Sane for the Nanson outcome.

Sequential

Plurality

Runoff

Hare

Coombs

Borth

Black

Nanson

CoPeland

15:4,2.2.11

a,b,c,d

a

d

d

a'

a

a

a

ab

12) Sequential:

Plurality:

Runoff and Hare:

Coombs:

Borda:

Black:

Nanson:

Copeland:

13) a)

15:3.2.2.11

a,b,d,cd

a

d

d

a

a

a

d

ab

Example 1 with

14:2.2.1.11 13:1,1A.14
a,b,d,cd a,b,d,cd

ad abcd

d

d

d

a

a

'd

ad

order

abed

,abcd

d

ad,

ad

d

ad

b-a-c-d. Eliminate
Example 2, eliminate b

Example,4, eliminate b

Example 5,,eliminate b

Example 7, eliminate c '

Example 8, eliminate w, then

Example 10, eliminate b

Example 1, eliminate c

z

c.

The Pareto andmopotonicity criteria are satisfied
because the rule depends entirely on the results
of pairwis contests. For.Smith, note that no-
thing in B can beat anything in A in one or two )
(or any number of) steps.

b) abc.
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Chapter Three .

. .

C91( .are
(2,3,1,2,2) and alternative 09

-

1) a) Vote tot s
'''°

wins. -Remember B and P have two votes each,..whVe
C and W have only one.)

bl (3,1;1,2,2) #8 wins ,.

c) (2,0,2,1,3)°
A

#14 wins

4110(2,3,3,4,2) #13 wins!

. ,s-
2) a) (3,1,1,2,2) #8 4nd #9 would tie.

b) If B voted for only #8, the.result would' e; (5,1r1r
2,2) and #B would win. B would prefer this to, the
tie between #8 and #9.

c) The result would be (2,3,1,2,2) with #9 winting,
which W would to the tie.

d) The result would be (2,1',1,2,2), a tie among 8,13,
14.

.,e) Under the given assumption about tie-breaking,

and W woad prefer 8-9 to 8-13-14, while P and C
would prefer .8 -13 -14 to 8-9.

3) The Borda count would give 5,5,5. Since in pairwise
contests b beats a, a beats c, and c beats b, there is

no Condorcet winner and Black's method reduces to a
Borda count. Copeland gives 1-1=0 for all.three al-
ternatives,

-6
4) Result without

Voter _d_ _g_ voter j Clarke Tax
1 35 -10 -25 -35 '20* 15 0

2 0 204 -20 0 -10 10* 10-(-10) =20
3 -25 15 10 25* -5 -.20 25-(-5)=3B
4 =La 1715. 25. 10 25* -35 0

0 10* -10

:'
5) Result without

__.C._ voter i . Clarke Tax
136 -60 -75 -35 20* 15 20-(35)=55

- 0 20 -20 100* -60 -AO 0

'-25 15 10 125* -55 -70

=Li 25. 110* -25 -85 0

100* -40 -60

The 55 Voter 1 pays,in Clarke tax is larger thin the
35-(-10)=45 it is worth to him to have a instead of
b. We know that this kind of dishonesty can never
pay. .



Result without

voter i Clarke Tax

135 -60 -75 65* -30 -35 0

a 0 20 -20 200*. -110 -90 0

-25 15 10 225* -105 -120 0

L.Q. =65_ =2.5. 110* -25 -85 0

200* -90 -110'

This is one among many possibilities. Voters 1 and.4

must simply inflate their bids for a enough so that
either, bid by itself would be enough to put a over the
top.

a.
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